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4elemetered in real time over telephone data lines to NRL for centralize d recording and analysis.
Ampl itude, spectral , and polarization characteristics are presented for the data analyzed.

Cross-correlation was used to determine propagation time delays between sites. The time delays
were used as input parameters for three methods of propagation analysis to determine the speed and
direction of arrival of the PcI waves. The first analysis method considers the propagation to be that of a
plane wave traveling over a fiat Earth ; the second m eth od considers the propagation to be that of a plane
wave traveling over a spherical earth. The third method (called the source location method ) assuems that
the wave front spreads radially over a spherical earth from a localized source . Of the three analysis
methods, the source location method satisfied the data best , had smaller standard deviations for the values
of propagation velocity determined, and was more consistent in computed direction of arrival . No case
of east-to-west propagation was observed, but this is primarily due to the mid-latitude location of the
observation sltes.frhe directions of propagation that were detected tended to coincide approximately with
that of the geomagnetic meridian In the vicinity of the particular site. This directional tendency was most
pronounced for the source location method of arialysis. Propagation gr.~up velocities ranging from 440 to
1523 km/s were observed. ~~~riaUon In group velocity for a given event over a period of an hour was
typically less than 10%. AI~~nuaUon rates ranging from 0 to 13 dB/1000 km , with an average of 6.5
dB/1000 km, were observed, \Because of the high attenuation rate relative to the ELF band , the large
variability in attenuation rate,~the limited period of time during which ionospheric ducting is effective , and
the apparent directionality associated with ducted propagation , the use of the 0.5-2.0 Hz frequency band
for long-ran ge communications is not recommended.
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF Pci
MICROPULSATION PROPAGATION USING A MIDLATITIJDE

FIVE-STATION RECEWING NETWORK

1. INTRODUCTION

The use of electromagnetic waves with frequencies below 100 Hz for communications
between land-based sites and deeply submerged terminals has received much attention in
the 1970s. The interest in this frequency band is due to its potential for delivering in for-
mation over distances of thousands of kilometers with only a few decibels of attentuation
and because of the increased penetration of seawater obtainable at the lower frequencies.
At ELF frequencies (6 Hz-3 kHz) the low attenuation rates for propagation between
land-based or airborne sites are due to the existence of efficient waveguide modes between
the ionosphere and the surface of the earth [1]. Attenuation along the vertical path,
from the air-seawater boundary to the depth of the receiving terminal, can be calculatedusing simple skin-depth equati ons. At a frequency of 60 Hz , which is the center of the
40- to 80-Hz band of the proposed SEAFARER system, the attenuation loss incurred in
penetration to depths of 100 and 300 m would be 26.7 and 80.2 dE , respectively, assum-ing a seawater conductivity of 4 mho/m. Dropping still lower in frequency, to the ULF
band (below 6 Hz), results in much smaller losses. At 1 Hz the attenuation values would
be 3.5 dB at 100 m and 10.4 dB at 300 m. Hence, by dropping from the SEAFARER
band to the lower freq uency of 1 Hz, a 23-dB advantage in signal strength could be
realized at 100 m depth and a 70-dB advan tage at 300 m, assuming comparable signal
strengths at the surface. The signal strength at the surface depends on the power and
radiation efficien cy of the generation mechanism and the propagation losses incurred
along the transit path . At ELF frequencies the wavegu ide duct is bounded on the lower
side by the surface of the earth and on the upper side by the E- or F-layer of the
ionosphere. At ULF frequencies waveguide ducting is also theoretically possible [2-5] .
The ULF duct boundaries are usually within the ionosphere itself , with the center of the
duct at the height of the F2 layer maximum plasma density. Manchester [6] has calcu-
lated that for nighttime conditions at frequencies below 0.7 Hz the E layer may be
transparent, so that the duct includes the free-space layer down to the surface of the
earth. When the duct boundaries are entirely contained within the ionosphere, the signal
strength observed at a site below the ionosphere depends on leakage through the lower
waveguide boundary. Hence, at ULF frequencies excessive duct containment of the wave
could lead to small signal strengths at subionospheric receiving sites.

The utility of an electromagnetic wave for communications depends on the signal-to-
noise ratio and also on the rate at which information can be conveyed on it. The latter
consideration is of substantial concern for ULF , for which the carrier frequency is of the
order of only 1 Hz. Whether a ULF-band communications system could ever be

I 
considered an alternative to the SEAFARER ELF system depends on ’

Manuscript submItted November 10, 1976.
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1. Attainment of a ULF wave-generation mechanism that can be suitably modulated

2. Existence of an efficient propagation mode that will allow omnidirectional propa-
gation in the horizontal direction.

Generation of ULF waves by the conventional means of an antenna and associated
electronic driving system is probably impractical because the radiation efficiency of an
antenna decreases roughly as the square of the frequency radiated. The radiation effi-
ciency for the SEAFARER system is approximately i0~~, and at 1 Hz it would be three
orders of magnitude smaller. The prospect of generating propagating waves in the 1-Hz
region probably would not have been seriously considered were it not that a naturally
existing background of nearly coherent emissions that range fro m 0.5 to 2 Hz , commonly
known as Pci micropulsations, have been observed and recorded for many years , indica-
ting that a generation mechanism does exist. Whether or not such a mechanism can be
controlled is still uncertain. Davis et al. [7] describe possible methods by which ULF
emissions might be created artificially. These methods include perturbation of the
ambient ionospheric dynamo currents by means of

1. E. and F-region electron density modifications accomplished by the technique of
“ionospheric heating,” using a powerful HF radar installation

2. Artificial cesium ionization implants in the 90- to 140-km altitude range.

Also considered is the possible stimulation of a magnetospheric VLF-ULF three-wave
interaction using appropriately located high-power VLF transmitters.

Willis and Davis [8~ expanded on the VLF-ULF three-wave interaction theory and
presented experimental results obtained in October of 1973 and 1974. Although the data
suggested a link between VLF transmitter modulation intervals and commencement or
enhancement of micropulsations, these indications were weak and not always repeatable.
A research effort by Fraser-Smith and Cole [9) also has had some limited success in
statistically correlating ULF emissions with VLF transmitter operation at the Siple station
in Antarctica. Willis and Davis concluded that the most promising method of ULF wave
generation would. be conventional large antenna and power transmitter hardware; this,
however, is impractical with present technological constraints.

The purpose of the research described in this report is to investigate the characteris-
tics of ULF ducting, which , as pointed out previously, are equally as importan t for a
successful long range communications system as is the attainment of a generation mecha-
nism. The particular properties studied were the following:

1. Experimental confirm ation of the existence of the duct

2. Preferred directions of travel within the duct

3. Group and phase velocities

4. Observed attenuation rates

• 5. Suitability of the duct as a communications channel.

2
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To make the necessary observations, a five-site network consisting of two orthogonal
single-ax is induction antennas at each location was established. The site locations wereCanandaigua, New York ; Indian Head , Maryland; Wayne , West Virginia; Champaign , illinois;and Panama City, Florida. Site separations ranged from 450 to 1600 km. All data were
telemetered on dedicated telephone data lines to NRL for centralized recording and sub-sequent analysis. Cross-correlation techniques were applied to determine time-of-arrival
differences between sites. This information was subsequently used for determination of
direeth n of arrival and propagation speed by least-square error analysis methods using
data from all five sites. Three different analysis methods were used: The usual plane-
wave, flat-earth method , a plane-wave, spherical-earth method , and a spherical-earth,
curved-wavefront method . Polarization histories were prepared for each data window
analyzed. Spectral and amplitude-time developments of the Pci emissions are also
illustrated.

The network of observation stations used in this research differs in several respects
from others reported in the literature:

1. The spacing of the stations is closer, allowing superior spatial resolution of micro-
- pulsation characteristics.

2. The larger number of sites used (five instead of two or three, as in most other
studies) creates redundancy in the observables and allows greater con fidence in conclusion s
derived from them.

3. A two-way (duplex ) telephone line telemetry system is used from all sites to NRL
to permit simultaneous recording of all data on a single tape recorder. This eliminates the
greatest potential source of error—the need to maintain precision timing at each site and
to later synchronize data records for cross-correlation.

4. A calibration system using half of the duplex telephone line is employed to
quan tify phase shifts through the entire system, including filters, telemetry components ,
and tape recorder. In addition, it permits an NRL-activated check on antenna phasing,
system frequency response, and gain calibration .

The next section of this report is a brief introduction to the phenomenon of Pci
• hydromagnetic emissions, for the benefit of those who have little background in this area.

The current concepts of the origin of the emissions in the magnetosphere and of ducted
• propagation in the ionosphere are reviewed. In Sec. 3 a detailed description of the data

acquisition system and data processing system is presented. For the benefit of readers
who may be interested in similar installations, the description of the data acquisition sys-
tem includes identification and approximate costs of key components. Section 4 is
devoted to description of three different methods used for analyzing the data to deter-
mine propagation speed and direction of arrival . The fi fth section discusses the data
obtained from the five-station network , the results obtained from applying the three
methods of an alysis to the data, and the conclusions inferred. Section 6 summari zes thej  results of the last section and relates them to the feasibility of establishing a nav al com-
munications system which uses frequencies in the 05- to 2-Hz band .

3
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2. THEORY AND BACKGROUND

The PcI Micropulsation Band

Because it is not possible at present to generate controlled ULF emissions for duct
propagation studies, the class of natural emissions known as Pci micropulsations was
studied to permit deductions about duct properties. The term “Pc ” refers to “pulsation
continuous” and is distinguished from the irregular class of pulsations known as Pi’s. The
suffi x “1” indicates the frequency band, defined by international convention as 0.2 to 5
Hz. Pc2, Pc3, and Pc4’s are also defined and designate bands that are progressively lower
in frequency . An example of an amplitude-time display of a typical Pci event is shown
in Fig. 1. The display at the top of the illustration represents the signal observed on the
induction antenna oriented along a magnetic north-south direction at the Can an daigua,
New York (NY) , receiving site. The second display from the top represents the data ob-
tained from the antenna oriented in an east-west direction. Proceeding downward
similarly in groups of two displays, the data received from the Champaign , Illinois (IL),
Indian Head, Maryland (MD), Wayne , West Virginia (WV) , and Panama City, Florida
(FL), sites are shown. The time scale of the display (running from left to right) is com-
pressed to the extent that the carrier frequency (1.25 Hz) cannot be resolved and appears
as a blur under the modulation envelope . The actual time window shown is 10.6 m m .
With this choice of time scale the modulations appear as beads on a string; hence they
are often called “pearls.” The data shown were bandpass filtered at a Q of 50, and the
displays serve well to show that this amount of filtering does not severely broaden the
modulation detail.

The choice of the Pci band as a vehicle of ULF communications research stems from
the following observations. In the class of natural continuous emissions, the Pci band
has the highest frequency and therefore can support the highest information rate. In con-
trast to lower frequency micropulsation bands, the Pci class of emissions appear to
represent electromagnetic disturbances characteristic of traveling rather than standing
waves. Pci events can be observed at sites separated by several thousand kilometers with-
out losing identifying features. Close observation of envelope modulation sequences has
shown that propagation group velocities range from 500 to 2000 km/s.

Theory of Origin of Pci’s

Current theory places the generation-amplification mechanism of Pci’s in the m agne-
tosphere at a distance of about 4 to 10 earth radii and at approximately equatorial
latitude. Several generation mechanisms have been proposed , but the one that is cur-
rently most widely accepted involves a cyclotron instabili ty process within the energetic
equatorial proton belt. Jacobs’ book on geomagnetic micropulsations 1101 and references
contained therein present an explanation of the mechanism as well as earlier , less
plausible postulates. In-depth perspective can be obtained from papers by Criswell 1111.
Campbell [121 , and Troitskaya and Gul ’elmi [131.

The cyclotron resonance mechanism is indicated schematically in Fig . 2. Shown
here is the earth , a concentric ionosphere, several magnetic field lines that extend outward
10 earth radii at the equator, and the equatorial proton belt. If a hydromagnetic wave
enters the proton belt it can be amplified by transferral of kinetic energy fro m the
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Fig. 1—Typical appearance of an amplitude-ti me record of a PcI event. Fro m top to bottom the strip re-
cordlnp altern ate north- south and east-west hor izontal components for the stationa located at New York ,
flhlnols , Marylan d, West Virg ini a. and Florida. The data are from day 119 and were filtered at a center
frequency of 1.25 Hz at a Q of 50. A window of 10.6 mm of data is shown .
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MODE CONVERSION
REGION

ION~~~~~E~~~ 1\\/\J

~ç~OTON

EARTH L’4 L~6 L’8 L~IO

Fig. 2—Schematic repre senta tion of the earth . ionosphere ,
and magnetosphere with magnetospheric proton-belt amp li-
ficat ion

protons if the wave and particles are in resonance. Resonan ce is achieved if (in a refer-
ence system moving with the particles) the sense of rotation and angular velocity of the
electric and magnetic field vectors of the wave are the same as the sense of rotation and
angular velocity of the particles around the geomagnetic field line. If a hydromagnetic
wave enters the proton belt from the southern hemisphere and resonance conditions are
satisfied, an instability process is triggered, resulting in the emission of a new hydro-
magnetic wave coherent with the first and traveling toward the northern hemisphere. The
hydromagnetic wave is guided by the geomagnetic field line on which the resonan t inter-
action occurred. The waves are left-handed (LH) circularly polarized waves and are
commonly referred to as slow Alfven waves. When the wave impinges upon the iono-
sphere at approximately F2 -layer altitude a partial reflection occurs, and a fraction of the
incident wave is sent back along the field line into the proton belt , where it may or may
not again undergo amplification. A fraction of the energy of the wave also leaks through
the ionosphere and can be detected on the surface of the earth . Some of the wave
energy may also be converted into waveguided modes that travel in an ionospheric duct
centered at the altitude of the F2-layer maximum plasma density (nominally 350 km).
The ionospheric region where the wave impingement occurs is sometimes referred to as a
secondary source region, because it is from this localized area that ducted propagation
proceeds. The frequency of the hydromagnetic waves in the earth ’s frame of reference
is only about 50% of the ion cyclotron frequency because of the Doppler shift caused by
the motion of the protons along the field lines. If only one wave packet is bouncing
between hemispheres, then the period of the envelope modulation is related to the
bounce time along the field line from the ionospheric reflection point in one hemisphere
to the conjugate reflec tion point in the other hemisphere and back again. When several
wave packets are active, however, the modulation periods will be irregular .

When an instability or resonant interaction is triggered , the resultant wave amplitude
growth is generally nonlinear. T. Watanable [14] has shown that if the nonlinear terms
are included in the Boltzmann equations for a cold plasma background of electrons and

6
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protons in which is also included a smal l frac tion of nonthermal pro tons , then the
apparent observed frequency of the wave increases with time when the wave amplitude
grows wi th time. As with all such instabilities , the growth continues only as long as con-
di tions are favorable , and then the process decays.

The Ion ospheric Duct

The existence of natural waveguide ducts in the ionosphere has been given theoreti-
cal credence by Dessler [15], Manchester [4 , 6],  Tepley and Landshoff [5], Kawamura
[16], and Grei finger and Greifinge r [2 , 3). The following results are due primaril y to
Grei fin ger and Greifin ger.

During daytime conditions , when large ion-neutral collision frequencies prevail, the
mathematical complexity of the propagation equations is severe. To obtain tractable
mathematics it is necessary to consider the geomagnetic field to be vertical. The con-
clusions obtained , therefore , are less valid at low latitudes than at high ones. The import-
ant feature of the analysis is that under daytime conditions attenuation is high and pro.
pagation in the duct extends to distances of only hundreds of kilometers . Under
nighttime conditions the ion-neutral collision frequency is small compared to the ion
cyclotron frequency , and the propagation equations simplify . The restriction of a vertical
magnetic field is relaxed. Low attenuation is computed (less than 1 dB/ 1000 km) in the
plane of the magnetic meridian , and propagation is expected to extend for thousands of
kilometers. In directions off the magnetic meridian , coupl ing between the slow Alfven
mode ( field guided) and the fast Alfven mode (ducted ) occurs, producing resonant
absorption peaks. The frequency of the resonances depends on ionospheric properties
and geomagnetic dip angle (and consequently on geomagneti c latitude), but not on the
angle of propagation relative to the magnetic meridian . The magnitude of the resonance,
however , does depend on the angle of propagation and increases rapidly as E-W propaga-
tion is approached. This suggests that off-meridian propagation may be restricted to
certain passbarids. But since the passbands are different for different geomagnetic lati-
tudes, it is questionable whether propagation can continue without severe attenuation for
directions other than geomagnetic N-S or possibly exactl y geomagnetic E-W .

Sri Over a frequency range of 0.5 to 5.0 Hz , at least three waveguide modes may pro-
pagate, but the attenuation rate for the lowest mode is the smallest and is only weakly
dependen t on frequency. Each propagating mode has a low-frequency cutoff that is a
characteristic of the boundary conditions of the waveguide (specifically the finite thick-
ness of the vacuum layer) and is not a consequence of increasing attenuation. The cutoff
frequency for the lowest mode is around 0.5 Hz and is higher at nigh t th an during the
day. For measurements of Pci micropulsations at the surface of the earth , which is out-
side the waveguide duct , there is an effective high-frequency cutoff in any band because
of an exponential decrease with frequency of the transmission coefficient of the lower
waveguide boundary .

Along the magnetic meridian the phase velocity is a monotonically decreasing func-
tion of frequency. At the low-frequency cutoff the phase velocity approaches infinity.
Above cutoff it decreases rapidly and appears to approach an asymptote of constan t
velocity. By varying ionospheric parameters in such a way as to represent the extremes
of sunspot maximum and minimum conditions , Greifinge r and Greifinge r 12] obtained
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group velocities of 400 km/ s for nighttime sunspot maximum conditions and 720 km/s
for nighttime sunspot minimum conditions. Phase velocities well above cutoff were about
30% higher. Manchester 161 calculated a corresponding group velocity of 800 km/ s with
a phase velocity of 1000 km/ s well away from cutoff but made no effort to ascertain
the effects of sunspot conditions. Apparently the difference between phase and group
velocity can be at least 100 to 200 km/s well away from cutoff and much greater near
cutoff.

For off-meridian propagation the phase velocity is no longer a monotonically de-
creasing function of frequency [3] . Significan t anomalies characteristic of resonance be-
havior appear in the phase velocity-vs-frequency graphs. The anomalies become greater
as E-W propagation is approached. Deviations in phase velocity for E-W propagation can
be ± 30% to 40% over the corresponding velocity along the meridian . Over an 0.15-Hz
bandwidth it is possible to have a 67% change in phase velocity for E-W propagation,
29% change at an angle of 45 degrees off the geomagnetic meridian , and only 8% change
for propagation along the meridian. Off-meridian propagation may therefore be plagued
with both possible high attenuation and high dispersion . Nevertheless, there are regions
where the effects of attenuation and dispersion for off-meridian propagation are less ex-
treme than the example given above. The question of whether ducted Pci micropulsa-
tion propagation is limited in direction along the geomagnetic meridian is still unresolved.

Experimental observations with land-based equipment have been made by several
workers to evaluate the character of Pci ducting. Manchester [6] analyzed data from
two Australian stations separated by 1200 km and within 2.6 degrees of the same
ge~)magnetic meridian . He assumed that duct propagation was limited to the geomagne-
ti .~ meridian plane and made deductions of group velocity from cross-correlations of the
envelopes of Pci signals observed at each site. Group velocities ranging from 460 to
800 km/ s weii~ d~termined , and an inverse relationship between group velocity and the
critical frequency of the F2 ionospheri c layer was shown to exist.

Wentworth et al. [17], made observations of Pci micropulsations using a basically
N-S-oriented network of five sites located at College, Alaska; Palo Alto , California; Kauai ,
Hawaii ; Can ton Island; and Tongatapu. The latter two stations lie in the South Pacific ,
are south of the geomagnetic and geographic equator , and were most useful for trans-
equatorial and interhemispheric studies. All sites lie close to the same geomagnetic
meridian except Palo Alto, which lies 40 degrees to the east. Based on a statistical sum-
mary of six events containing a combined total of 60 pearls observed at Palo Alto and
Kauai and of three events containing 91 pearls observed at College and Kauai , an average
group velocity of 900 km/s was reported. Again the assumption that propagation is
along the geomagnetic meridian was invoked.

Campbell and Thomberry [18], were the first to report observations suggesting the
occurrence of E-W propagation . They used a widely separated network of five stations
located at Great Wh ale River , Quebec; Boulder , Colorado; Newport , Washington; College,
Alaska; and Maui , Hawaii. From a 14-mm sample of one Pci event they concluded that
east-to-west propagation occurred for this event at a group velocity of 2300 km/s with a
standard deviation of 500 km/s.
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A second claim to E-W propagation is reported by Frase r [191 who used a widely
separated three-station network with locations of Great Whale River, Quebec; Boulder ,
Colorado; and College, Alaska. Because of a judicious system of data selection that re-
tam ed only those data samples that had near-linear polarization (small ellipticity), constan t
polarization major-axis orientation , and high cross-correlation coefficients, a set of some
40 Pci events was thinned to 2 useful ones. Since a Pci event frequently consists of
several sets of rising elements that can interfere with one another , Fraser (as well as
Campbell ) n arrow-band filtered the signals to a bandwidth of the order of hund redths of
hertz before cross-correlating the envelopes to obtain group time delays. Both of Fraser ’s
events indicated approximately east-to-west propagation and group velocities from 570 ~o2500 km/s, depending on which data sample and frequency band was used. However, th~-data presented have some disturbing qualities. For one of the events an alyzed, within a
time span of 3i mm and a frequency span from 0.58 to 0.70 Hz , there is a factor of four
difference in computed velocities. Within a time span of 22 mm and Wi th in a single
narrow frequency band centered on 0.58 Hz , a factor of two difference in velocity was
computed . These observation s of E-W propagation pose a dilemma. Is E-W propagation
higher in velocity and more highly variable than N-S propagation , or are the observations
in accurate?

Polarization -

The polarization of the field-line guided , or slow, Alfven wave is left-hand (LH)
circular in the northern hemisphere. Sites at high latitudes that are directly below the
ionospheric reflection point would most likely see similar polarization characteris tics.
Sites at middle and low latitudes have polarization characteristics that are modified by
ionospheric mode conversions, ductin g properties, and interference from refracted waves
and from waves originating from other secondary source regions. Because of the relatively
high conductivity of the surface of the earth, the vertical component of the hydromagne-
tic emissions observed is usually small. Consequently, polarization determinations are
frequently made from measurements from two orthogonal antennas in the horizon taJ
plane.

Altman and Fijalkow 120 , 21] determined mathematically that if the slow Alfven
wave is vertically incident on the ionosphere, LH polarization will he observed at the
surface of the earth at high latitudes, but as the distance from the source increases this
will gradually change to right-hand (RH) polarization at lower lati tudes. Greiflnger [22 ,
231, assuming a vertical magnetic fie ld, analyzed the consequences of activation of the
ionospheric duct by a wave from a finite source incident obliquely on the high-latitude
ionosphere. Again LH elliptical polarizati on is predicted for earth-based observations
beneath the source . This changes to RH polarization as the distance from the source in-
creases and degenerates to linear polarization at large distances. Baranskiy [241 analyzed
the polarization properties of Pc 1 pulsations propagating in a homogeneous boundless
plasma. The polarization in the medium was considered to be linear. The effects of the
boundaries of the actual ionospheric duct were neglected and assumed to be of second-
ary importance. He determined that the direction of the horizontal projection of the
pulsation magnetic field vector (which is equivalent to the direction of the polarization
observed on earth with orthogonal horizontal sensors) tends to point toward the second-
ary source region at high and middle latitudes. Another interesting property pointed out
from the observations of Lyatskiy and Selivanov [25] is that the polarization tends to
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aline toward the direction of the magnetic meridian durin g the intensity maxima of the
pulsations. This relationship between polarization orientation and the intensity of the
sign al suggests that under some circumstances the polarization direction can be attribut-
able to the properties of the source mechanism rather than to the relative geographical
location of the source.

Polarizations observed at middle and high latitudes are general ly elliptical . Com-
parison of polarization characteristics such as ellipticity , sense of phasor rotation , and
orientation of major axes have been largely inconsistent at high latitudes. This inconsist-
ency is generally ascribed to proximity to the secondary source region, where competition
between the direct and ducted wave produces highly variable results. As lower latitudes
are approached better consistency in observations is achieved for narrow-band events or
for narrow-band-filtered segments of broad-band events. The importance of bandwidth in
an alyzin g amplitude-time and polarization records is well illus trated by Pope [26] - Pope
noted that Pci events consist of a multitude of rising tones (spectrogram fine structure )
of different frequencies that may overlap with respect to time. He showed that beating
occurred between different frequency components that overlapped temporarily, causing
a substantial distortion of the amplitude-time envelope modulation. To investigate the
effect of beating on the polarization he considered the summation of two elliptically
polarized waves of two different frequencies which increased linearly with time and of
two different major ax is orientations but with the same ellipticitie s and senses of phasor
rotation. He determined that as time progressed the ellipticity of the resultan t wave
varied cyclically through the extremes of linear to elliptical to circular and that the major
axis orientation varied by 90 degrees. At each point in time at which linear polarization
occurred the phasor rotation reversed . These importan t results demonstrate that when
comparing polarizations or amplitude-time data among various sites it is imperative that

• the event be either naturally narrow-band or electronically filtered to produce narrow-
band sections in which the rising tones do not overlap in time.

Observations of Pci polarizations at low and middle latitudes by Baranskiy [24 1,
Troitskaya et al. [271 and Summers and Fraser [28] have shown a consistent diurnal
variation of the orientation of the major axis of the polarization ellipse. In the northern
hemisphere an early morning counterclockwise (CCW ) rotation of the polarization major
axis occurs from an initial northeast direction to a subsequent northwest direction. In the
southern hemisphere the rotation is in the clockwise (CW) direction. Baranskiy 124 1
suggests (with caution due to the limited data analyzed ) that the Pci source regions
follow the morning side of the dawn day-night terminator.

Summers [29] showed that the path of the hydromagnetic wave undergoes signific-
ant refraction when propagating through a medium with changing plasma density . He

— considered the effect of increasing plasma density as the equator is approached and found
that if the density gradient is along the meridian , then as the wave propagates in the duct
toward the equator it is refracted toward the meridian . The farther the wave is originally
angled away from the meridian, the harder it is refracted toward it. Observations by
Tepley [30] and Smith 1311, which indicated that the polarization approaches the direc-
tion of the magnetic meridian as the latitude of the observation point decreases, tend to
support the refraction phenomenon if one accepts the hypothesis that polarization direc-
lion indicates propagation direction.
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Summers and Fraser [281 have determined from observations that there does not
appear to be any significan t dependence of the polarization ellipse major axis orientation
on frequency and that there does not seem to be any relationship between phasor rota-
tion and time of day or event signal frequency.

Fraser and Summers [32) suggested the possibility that for near-linear polarization
the direction of the major ax is may also point to the source region for propagation
directions away fro m the magnetic meridian at low latitudes. This hypothesis appears to
conflict with Baranskiy [24] and ignores the effects of refraction mentioned above. In
support of this hypothesis four case studies were presented. Of the four only two had
linear polarization data at three sites simultaneously that could be projected to attempt
source region location. Of these two cases only one succeeded in havin g the polarization
projections converge in a common region. We do not believe that the data presented
adequately support the hypothesis.

3. DATA ACQUISI TION AND PROCESSING
SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION

The Five-Station Network

The locations of the five ULF receiving sites are shown in Fig. 3. The L--shell con-
tours associated with the geomagnetic Mcllwain coordinates are also included for an alti-
tude of 200 km. Data for these contours were extracted from the 1970 NASA publica-
tion SP-3054 1331- The New York site (hereafter denoted by the symbol NY) was
located on the property of the Federal Communications Commission , Canandaigua, N. Y .
The geographic coordinates are 42.90°N, 77 27°W, and the geomagnetic L-shell value is
approximately 3.1. The Illinois site (IL) was located at the University of Illinois
Monticello Road field station, Champaign, Ill. (coordinates 40.02°N, 88.32°W; L 2.7).
The Maryland site (MD) was situated in a quiet area of the Naval Ordnance Station ,
Indian Head , Md. (coordinates 38.55°N, 77.24°W; L 2.7). The West Virginia site (WV)
was located on a farm in Wayne , W. Va. (coordinates 38.25°N , 82.43°W; L 2.6). The
Florida site (FL) operated from the nonmagnetic site of the Naval Coastal Systems Lab-
oratory, Panama City , Fla. (coordinates 30.17°N , 85.75°W; L 1.9). The five-station
network was in con tinuous operation from April 9, 1975, to February 19, 1976 . A four-
station network consisting of the NY , MD, WV , and FL si tes was operated prior to that
period fro m December 16, 1974, to Apri l 8, 1975. An initial three-site grid consisting• of the NY , MD , and WV sites was in operation from November 5, 1973, to December 15,
1974. Identical receiving systems that operated unattended were used at each location.
From each site data from two antennas oriented orthogonally in magnetic north-south
and east-west directions in a horizontal (level) plane were telemetered continuously to
NRL over type-C2 conditioned telephone data lines using FM-modulated carriers. The
consequent ten channels of data received at NRL were demodulated and recorded on
an alog and digital recorders along with time information accurate to within a few milli-
seconds. A calibration system that was activated at NRL and that excited all five stations
simultaneously was used to measure differences in phase shift between pairs of field
systems and telemetry links. The calibration circuit was also used to measure overall
system frequency response at all sites and to provide a check on amplitude calibrati on.
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Fig. 3—The geographic locations of the five receiving sites
* and the Mcflwaj n L-she ll contour s for an alti tude of- 

• 

200 km

- A block diagram of the entire receiving system from field to laboratory is sh own inFig. 4. A detailed description of each of the block components follows below

The Antenna

The antenna used was of the induction type, with thousands of turns of wire wound
- 

- on a laminated moly-permalloy core. They were purchased from Geotronics Corp.,Austin , Tex., at a cost of $2150 each (1974). The entire coil is encased in a type-304• stainless steel cylindrical ja cket and potted in polyurethane rubber. There is a Faraday• - shield between the csse and cbil. The outside dimensions are approximately 2-rn lengthby 7.6-cm cross-sectional diameter. The antenna inductance is 605 H , resistance is 438fl , distributed capacitance is 0.00134 ~iF , and unloaded sensitivity is 137 MV/Hz-y. Aneffective shun t resistance of 587 kf2 across the inductance must be included for analyti .
cal equivalent circuit analysis. For good transient response the antenna rnust be shuntloaded with a resistance of 1 to 2 k~’2; a 1.45-k~2 loading resistor was used for the meas-urements reported here. The loaded antenna response is shown in Fig. 5. The additionof the loading resistor reduces the initial +6-dB/octave response from 137 pV/Hz y to ap-- - proximately 100 pV/Hz-y and ultimately flattens the response at 50 i.iV/~v above 2 Hz.Additional roll-off attained by using either a 2-pF (curve B) or 10-pF (curve A) shun tI capacitor is also shown. A quality nonelectrolytic 10-~tF capacitor was used in all field

• 
- 1 installations to assure adequate rejection of 60-Hz and other high-frequency noise. The
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Fig. 4—Block diagram of the entire receiving system , including the telephone data lines , FM

* 
modulators, multip lexers , and demodulators

I

100 • • ~1 I I I

FREQUENCY (Hz )

Fig. 5—An tenna tesponse with shunt loading of a resistance of
1.45 kCl and a capacitance of(A)  10 pF or (8) 2 MF
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effective 3-dB bandwidth of the resistive and capacitive loaded antenna covers the approx-
imate interval of 0.45 to 12 Hz. This bandwidth is altered by subsequent stages of
filtering.

Noise characteristics for these antennas were not available from the manufacturer.
However , in the Pci frequency range we believe these antennas are of greater utility
for most practical applications than air-core antennas. Initi al attempts to use 16 000-
turn-2-m-d iameter air-core antennas , with characteristics as reported for style 5 in ref. 34,
at the NY , MD , and WV sites had to be abandoned because of the difficulty of isolating
the antennas from motion noise caused by wind or acoustic waves. Attempts to isolate
the air-core antennas by installing them in excavated trenches failed because of retain
several feet of water for long periods of time. The use of wooden shacks to shelter
above-earth installations was often unsatisfactory in high wind conditions and in addition
complicated the logistics of the site installation , depending on the jurisdictional and
environmental constrain ts of the area used.

One last vexation associated with air-core antenna usage is worth mentioning. Con-
nections to the antenna leads were repeatedly troublesome in hot , humid weather because
of electrochemical actions generated in the solder junctions within a few days to a few
weeks. Because of the high impedance of the air-core antennas (138 k~1) and the
consequent need of a high-impedance amplifier, the noise voltage generated in the solder
joint was often transferred through the system at a level comparable to that of the
induced Pci micropulsations. Durin g dry weather or in dry climates the solder-joint
noise difficulty does not usually arise.

The moly-permalloy core antennas transfer a substantially lower percentage of
• cable-lead junction noise ( from thermal, contact potential, or electrochemical origin ) be-

cause of the lower antenna impedance and lower input impedance of the subsequent
amplifier. (In the present appli.~ation the effective amplifier input impedance will be
that of the loading resistor (1.45 k~Z .) The moly-permalloy antennas are waterproof and
can be buried in the ground without fear of ground-water leakage problems. An addi-

• tional .5dvan tage of the physical configuration of these antennas is that they can be
buried very inconspicuously, which can result in immunity from vandalism in uncontrol-
led areas. In our application a field preamplifier was used within 5 to 10 m of the an-
tennas. However, up to 330 m of cable can be used between the moly-permalloy
antennas and the first amplifier; this also decreases vulnerability to vandalism and
destruction of components by inclement weather.

Amplifier and Filters

• The amplifier (amplifier 1, Fig. 4) used on the output of the moly-permalloy
antenna was an Ithaco model 1541 low-frequency seismic chopper preamplifier. The
magnetic case enclosure norm ally supplied was replaced by aluminum , and the standard
gain ranges of 60-80 dB and 80-100 dB were modified to 50-70 dB and 70-90 dB. The
procurement cost including modifications was $950 each (1974). A gain of 60 dB was
used at all sites. The unit was powered by an extern al dual D.C. power supply at ± 20
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V, 10 mA each supply. The 3-dB bandwidth was nearly 100 Hz , with -3-d B points at
0.01 Hz and 100 Hz. The input was balanced and had an impedance of 4 M~l shunted
by 0.01 pF. The maximum noise specified over the band 0.1-100 Hz is 0.16 pV rms
with input shorted and 0.66 ~iV rms with 200 k~l source imped ance. The amplifiers
were located within 5 to 10 m of each antenna and were enclosed in waterproof
aluminum boxes containing a dessicant for dehumidification.

Amplifier 2 was of unity gain and consisted of a i2-dB/octave multiple-feedback
low-pass active filter (-3-d B point at 2 Hz) followed by a passive 6-dB/octave high-pass
filter (-3-d B poin t at 0.04 Hz). The high-pass filter was constructed using two 1000- iF
electrolytic capacitors in series back-to-back confi guration , with an empirically selected
termination resistor of approximately 5-10 kf2 in value. This filter was intended pri-
marily for d.c. blocking. It was checked in the laboratory for frequency response and
stability of phase-shift characteristics with varying temperature and was found to be
acceptable. The low-pass filter used a 2-p F and a i0-~iF nonelectrolytic capacitor , each
of which was obtained from a parallel combination of 1- to 2.5-iz F, 50-V dipped capacitors.
The correct combinations were determined with a capacitance bridge. The frequency
response of the filter was checked in the laboratory , but the temperature stability of the
phase-shift characteristics was not. It was discovered after all the field installations were
complete that the temperature stability of the dipped capacitors was not as good as is
customary with the larger tubular varieties. This may explain the nonconstan t system
phase-shift differences between members of pairs of sites , observed by means of the
calibration system.

Amplifier 3 is a Neff model 123 general-purpose d.c. amplifier with selective calibra-
ted gain positions and low-pass filter bandwidths. A d.c.-to-10-Hz (-3 dB at 10 Hz , 12
dB/octave) filter bandwidth was used at all sites. A gain of 200 was used at NY; a gain
of 500 was used at all other sites. The overall frequency response of the system including
that of the telemetry system is shown in Fig. 6. This response was determined by induc-
tive coupling of a constant mis magnetic field into the antenna at various frequencies with

1 subsequent observation of the mis level change at the laboratory (output) terminal. The
• overall response was optimized for Pci reception in the frequency range of 0.5-2.0 Hz.

The Data Lines and Telemetry Equipment

Full duplex type-C2 conditioned data lines were used from NRL to each of the
five receiving stations. Signals could be sent from NRL to all sites without interrupting
the flow of returning data. All telemetry equipment was hard-wired to the telephone
lines through telephone company interface equipment; no acoustic couplers were used.
The lines were active 24 h each day without interruption.

Type-C2 conditioning provides a bandwidth of 300-3000 Hz with max imum varia-
tions of -2 to +6 dE or 500-2800 Hz with variations of .1 to + 3 dB. The maximum
frequency error is ±5 Hz. Absolute phase shifts are not specified . A minimum of 40
dB dynamic range was usually maintained. Greater detail of specifications for C2 and
other grade lines is available from Bell System publications 1351. Data lines to the FL
and IL sites were provided by Western Union at an approximate cost of $505 and $421,
respectively , per month. The lines to the NY and WV sites were provided by American

1 Telephone and Telegraph Co. (AT&T) at a cost of approximately $342 and $327,
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rREQUENCY ( Hz)

Fi g. 6—Relative frequency respon se of overall system

respectively, per month. The MD line was provided by the Chesapeake and Potomac
Telephone Company at a monthly cost of $136. Initial installation charges are usually
of the order of a few hundred dollars, provided telephone lines of quality sufficient to
meet the desired grade of conditioning exist within a few hundred feet of the circuit
termination points.

Pci data received at the field sites, which were amplified and conditioned as discus-
sed previously, were telemetered to NRL on the data lines in an analog form on
frequency-modulated (FM) carriers in standard tRIG proportional-bandwidth channels.
Data from all north-south (NS) oriented antennas were sent as a carrier center frequency
of 960 Hz , and data from all east-west (EW) oriented antennas was sent at a center fre-
quency of 1300 Hz. Maximum modulation of the carrier center freq uencies was ± 7.5%.

- - At each site the two FM-modulated carriers were summed and transmitted along the same
data line and then separated and demodulated at NRL to regain the original signal form
for each antenna.

The telemetry modulation/demodulation equipment was purchased from Data-
Control Systems, Inc. (DCS), Danbury, Conn. Models GOV-5 modulators, GFD-17
demodulators, GFD-i7L-5i low-pass filters, and GMA5 housing module assemblies were
used. A send/receive system for five sites as depicted in Fig. 4 with no spares would
cost approximately $24,000. The equipment is capable of providing a 60-dB noise-free
dynamic range.

The telemetry send-lines from NRL to the field sites were used for a calibration
system that would probe all five systems simultaneously at the same frequency and
phase. A syn thesizer at NRL was used to select a test sine wave in the region of 0.5-2.0
Hz. This was FM modulated on a 1700-Hz center-frequency carrier and telemetered to
all field sites where it was demodulated to regain the 0.5-2.0 Hz sine wave . This signal
was then induced into each of the antennas by means of a calibration loop consisting
of a single turn of wire wound tightly around the antenna outer circumference at the
middle of the antenna axis (see Fig. 4). A 100042 resistor was inserted in series with
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the leads to each single-turn inductor to ensure maintenance of constarit-rm s current
through the calibration loop ove r a 0.1-20 Hz range. The demodulators automatically
disconnected themselves from the calibration loop when no carrier was present (i.e. when
no calibration was being s*’i~ f -m NRL).

Use of the calibration system allowed site-to-site comparisons of overall-system
phase differences to be made at will without leaving the laboratory . However, any delays
originating in the send system (including modulator, demodulator, and data line) must not
be variable with time and must be known as a function of frequency so that they can be
subtracted from the total two-way delay . Demodulation of the calibration signal in the
field was accomplished using FM reproduce boards from a Bell & Howell tape recorder.
The low-pass filter on each demodulator was of sufficient bandwidth that negligible phase
shift occurred at that stage. Also the DCS modulators produced insignificant phase shifts.
The low-pass filters associated with the DCS demodulators, however, introduced signific-
ant (but constant) phase shifts—52 ms for the 960-Hz channel (14-Hz bandwidth) and
32 ms for the 1300-Hz channel (20-Hz bandwidth). These delays were essentially constant
over the band 0.5-2.0 Hz. The delays over the data lines were measured by temporarily
wiring the calibration signal output of the demodulator at the field site directly into the
input of the modulators. With the receiving system eliminated from the telemetry loop
and with the measured equipment delays accounted for , the one-way data-line delays
were determined; they are shown in Table i. Repetition of these measurements during
occasional site visits showed the delays to be invarian t with time and frequency over the
band 0.5-2.0 Hz. Caution must be exercised in associating data-line delays with great-
circle distances between termination points because the actual line routing may deviate
vastly from this arc and also because part of the delay is attributable to electrical appa-
ratus as opposed to actual transit time along the line.

Cross-correlation lags computed from Pci data originating at two different sites must
be corrected for time lags caused by phase shifts in the data lines, the receiving system,
and the telemetry demodulators if the highest accuracy is desired. Figrue 7 shows sche-
matically the flow of data from the field (point b) to the laboratory (point c), as well
as the flow of the calibration signal from the laboratory (point a) to the field and back
again . Where arrows are shown without labels the delay is insignificant. The expression
for the correction factors to be applied to the cross-correlation lags determined for Pci
data from different sites can now be determined.

Let

At 1 = time delay for the data line
At, time delay for the receiving system

= time delay for the telemetry demodulator
time for calibration signal to go from (a) to (b) to (c)

Atr = time for data signal to go from (b) to (c).

A single superscript Will be used on all quantities when they refer to one site only, and a
double superscript will be used if the quantity refers to differences in that parameter
between two sites, i.e.,
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Table 1—Propagation Delays Deter-
mined for the Data Lines and Inter-
facing Circuitry

Station7 One-Way Data-Line
Delay (ms)

NY 8.5
IL 11.7
MD 3.5
Wv 9.0
FL 12.2

-~~~ —~~ti-..-_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

>(b)

Fig. 7—Schematic showing system delays over the calibration
link ( from point a to point b) and over the da ta-return link
( from point b to point c). Multiple paths are shown for the
purpose of alternate grouping visualizations.
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The difference in these quantitics relative to sites 1 and m is given by

~~t~I, m )  = ,~~~1.m )  
— 2~~t~~, m )  

— ~~~~~~~~ (5)

By substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (3) we obtain

~~41.m )  = L1t~l. m )  
— ~~41.m )  + ~~t~l, m ) . (6)

Equation (6) states that the actu al time-of-arrival difference is equal to that observed in
the laboratory minus a correction factor equal to the cross-correlation lag between cali-
bration signals returned from two different sites plus a factor equal to the one-way
difference in data-line lag. This equation would require an additional term representing
the calibration field -demodulator lag if it were nonnegligible. The calibration delay

is a function of frequency and must therefore be determined at the same fre-
quency as the Pci event an alyzed . Since significant day-to-day variations in this parame-
ter are also observed , it is importan t to determine the correction factor in close temporal
proximity to the Pci event of interest. The temporal variations are attributed to the
effect of diurn al temperature variations on temperature-sensitive electronic components at
the sites. The chief candidate for these variations are the high-capacity dipped-ceramic
filter capacitors (am plifier 2, Fig. 4) and the moly-permalloy antenna. The maximum
range of all delay correctIon-factors lumped together for the events reported on was
0-77 ms.

One additional accounting of telemetry delay must be dealt with. The DCS
demodulators for the NS and EW data channels had initially bandwidths of 14 and 20
Hz , respectively. This was a consequence of the difference in FM carrier frequency and
proportional bandwidth equipment. This difference in bandwidth introduced a 26-ms
shift between the NS and EW data channels. Equation (6) still holds if NS(EW) is com-
pared to NS(EW) , but an undeterminable error ranging from 0 to 26 ms arises if the NS
and EW components are combined before correlation with the equivalent fro m another
site. Since a component combination technique of squaring and summin g was used
extensively in the work. the bandwidth of the EW channel was decreased to 14 Hz to
eliminate this source of error. However, because of a lengthy procurement time for the
lower bandwidth filters , only the Pci events labeled with Julian day 338 (to be discussed
below) are not affected. Inclusion of this small delay uncertain ty in the remaining data
does not seriously affect the computations and conclusions.

The Recording Equipment

The 10 channels of data received at the laboratory were recorded on analog and
digital magnetic tape recorders and on chart recorders. A Gould/Brush model 480 eight-
channel chart recorder was used at a speed of 0.1 mm/s for visual monitoring of incoming
data. This speed was too slow to distin gu ish individual cycles of the carrier but per-
mitted recognition of the pearilike envelope modulation of Pci emissions. The NS
channels from all sites as well as the EW channels from IL , WV , and FL were recorded
24 hours a day on one chart recorder. These records were not destroyed regardless of
the presence or absence of Pci activi ty , provided most of the sites were operational . The
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NY and MD EW channels were monitored for a short period of time each day to verif y
proper receiver operation only. These records were too brief to retain . Analog and
digi tal magnetic tape records were saved only when high-quality Pci emissions were ob-
served at all five stations.

The analog recorder was a 1-in. -tape, 14-channel Bell and Howell model CPR 4010.
All data were recorded at a speed of 15/16 in ./s with 4600 ft (1402 m) of tape per
10.5-in, reel. The length of recording time per tape was 16 h. Each of the ten data
channels was recorded on a separate track via FM intermediate-band electronics (312-Hz
bandwidth , 1688-Hz center frequency 37-dB signal-to-noise ratio , and flutter less than 1%
p-p (2 sigma) in band 0.2-3i2 Hz). An IRIG.B standard amplitude-modulated time code
from a chronometer (Datatron model 3000 time code generator/translator) and an IRIG
standard servo track signal were recorded on direct record channels. The chronometer
was synchronized within 1 ms daily with the Canad ian broadcast CHU and drifted no
more than 5 ms/day .

Digital recording was done on a modified Monitor Labs (ML ) 9i00 system having a
12-bit word size (11 bits plus sign) and having a recording dynamic range slightly in ex-
cell of 60 dB. Two Digidata model 1500 seven-track digital tape drives were interfaced
with the system for automatic switchover. Recording could be done at a density of 556
or 800 characters per inch. The tape decks had dual 1000-word (2000-character) buffe rs,
which filled and unloaded onto tape alternately in order to avoid time gaps and sampling
incoherency across the interrecord-gaps of the magnetic tape records. Twelve characters
of time, hundreds of day s through units of milliseconds fro m the parallel digi tal output
of the Datatron chronometer, were recorded at the beginning of each record . The 1-MHz
source used for the chronometer was also used to derive the sampling timing for the ML
9100 system. The system is simple to operate and reasonably compact , requiring (with
the exception of the tape decks ) less than 0.08m3 (3 ft 3 ) of rack space. The logic is
hard-wired with front panel controls. No computer is used. Up to 32 analog channels
can be sampled.

Two rodes of operation are selectable on the modified ML 9100 system. The
sequential-st an mode, which allows the fastest continuous sampling rate (1000 channe ls/ s),
samples and records at a uniform rate within a scan (first through last channels of
analog input) and from scan to scan . The scan-and-pause mode , which permits attain-
ment of minimum time skew among all samples of a given scan , can sample at rate up to
5000 channels/s within a scan , but the time between successive scans must be equal to
or greater than 0.01 a. The scan-and-pause mode was used to record the 10 channels of -
analog Pci data. An intrascan rate of 1 kHz and an interscan rate of 20 Hz were used.
The time skew in sampling among any combination of channels was therefore not greater
than 10 ms and was removable in subsequent correlation studies. The Nyquist sampling
bandwidth is 10 Hz , wjii ch is well above the high-frequency roll-off edge of the field-
conditioned data (~ 2 Hz).

The Data-Processing Equipment

A schematic of the analog data-processing equipment is shown in Fig. 8. The same
an alog tape recorder was used to both reproduce and record . Cross-correlations were
performed using a Federal Scientific model UC-202C 512-point Ubiquitous Correlator with
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B rw4
Fig. 8—Schematic of the analog data-processing equi pment. S1-S5 designate selected pairs A and B.
AVFN signifies “ attenuator ,” BP—” bandpass filter ,” HP—”high-pass filter , ” LP—”tow-pass filter ,” SQ—
“ square r ,” and s—s ummer

a reproducing analog tape speed of 30 in-/ s. Data intervals of interest ~ ‘re located by
observing the Datatron model 3000 display of the translated IRIG-B ie code recorded
on the tape. A switching box was constru cted to allow selection of )dUced NS and
EW outputs from any pair of sites. When it was necessary to achieve ~ duced signal
levels, the four data channels were fed into attenuators of identical manufacture. The
attenuators for the NS and EW channels were always set to the same value for a given
site.

Spectral analysis was carried out on the signals from the output of the attenuator.
A Federal Scientific model UA-68 500-line spectrum analyzer was used in conjunction
with an option 66-2A 3-D automatic display control and Tektronix 611 storage disp lay
scope . A Polaroid camera was used to photograph the disp lay. Z-axis intensity modula-
tion was used to enhance the prominence of large-amplitude frequency components. A
500-Hz analysis range was used; it had an inherent 1-Hz resolution and 1-s memory time.
At a playback speedup factor of 32 this translates to a resolution of 0.03125 Hz and a
memory time of 32 s. The frequency axis of the display was expanded so that the inter-
val of 0 to 3 Hz was displayed. Individual frequency displays were incremented approx-
imately every 8 a , referred to un ity speedup factor.

Following the attenuators the four data channels were band-pass filtered using
Princeton Applied Research selective amplifiers model 189 that were precisely adjusted
for zero relative phase-shift by observation of linear Lissaj ous displays among all outputs
with a common test signal input. All polarization display s shown in this report of the
band-pass filtered signals were obtained by digitizin g the data with the ML 9100 system
in the scan -and-pause mode with a time skew between NS and EW channels of 4 ms. The
polarization ellipses were then plotted on a Calcomp plotter, and the sense of phasor
rotations computed by successive arctan gent computations on a CDC 3800 computer. A
small d.c. offset present at the output of the band-pass filters was removed by passive 6
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dB/octave high-pass filters. The small d.c. offset would not affect the orienta tion , eccen-
tricity, or sense of rotation of the polarization ellipse but would degrade the performance
of the subsequent squarer.

The NS and EW channels for each site are squared and .sumrned to form a squared
magnitude relative to the horizontal receiving plane. Cross-correlations between the
summed outputs are used to measure Pci phase delays between sites. It is noted that
there is a 180 degree phase ambiguity in such correlations because of the squaring proc-
ess, and these comparisons thus are labeled as pseudo-phase correlations in Fig. 8. The
180-degree phase ambiguity can usually be resolved by reference to the cross-correlations
between the individual component signals between sites. No attempt was made to return
the summed output to a linear form by usin g a square-root circuit because of additional
offse t and limited dynamic range problems. The squarer circuits used Burr-Brown 4203K
multi plier/divider integrated circuits, which were followed by resistive summers and an
output unity-gain voltage follower.

Envelope detection of the squared signal magnitude was accomplished at the low-pass
filter following the summer. For some data samples these filters were Kronhite model
3750 devices adjusted for satisfactory ripple removal and acceptably smal l difference in
phase shift characteristics in the expected envelope fluctuation frequency band. The
remaining data samples were envelope detected using a NRL-fabricated two-stage ,
multiple-feedback , low-pass filter with an ultimate roll-off of 24 dB/octave. Each low-
pass stage had a 3-dB high-cut point at 0.469 Hz , referred to unity tape speedup factor.
All components were hand selected to achieve minimal phase shift diffe rences from 0-0.5
Hz between the two respective channels.

4. PROPAGATION ANALYSIS METHODS

Three different methods were used to determine direction of arrival and speed of
propagation from propagation time differences determined between pairs of sites by the
cross-correlation method. The first and simp lest meth od was a plane-wave analysis based
on a flat-earth approximation. In this approximation distances and azimuthal angles
between sites are computed from chords joinin g the site locations on a spherical earth .
The second method attempts to account for earth curvature by using a hybridization of
the plane-wave method with spherical trigonometry . It is assumed that the plan e wave
travels ~ ong a great-circle path with a wavefront lying along another great-circle path
perpendicular to the first. The third method allows for curvature of the earth as well as
a form of curvature of the wavefront. It assumes that the wave propagates from a

- 
- . localized secondary source region with a wavefron t that oxpands with a circu 1ar (or

cylin drical ) symmetry . The first two methods require at least three sites to make a
determination of speed and direction of arrival. The third method requires four sites.
When the minimum number  of sites was used with any analysis method for determining
speed and direction of arrival , the solutions obtained using various combinations of the
five stations were sometimes inconsistent. A better approach for obtaining a solution to
the propagation problem was obtained by using a least-square , error-minimizing technique
with the data from all five sites. This approach reduced the impact of small errors in the
data (or deviations of actual propagation conditions from the simplified concepts employed
in the analysis methods) on the propagation properties determined . Velues of speed
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and arrival direction computed represent overall averages. The inconsistencies alluded toabove are represented as a variance or standard deviation in one of the solution param-eters. The scalar velocity parameter was chosen for this purpose in all three propagationmodels. The mathematical details for each method are given below.

Plane-Wave , Flat-Earth Method

Between the ith site and the reference site the following parameters are known :

d, = the distance measured along a chord from the ith site to the reference sitet1 = the propagation time delay between the ith site and the reference site (t 1 is
negative by convention if the wave arrives at the reference site last)
the azimuth al angle between the geographic meridian plane and the chord
between the ith site and the reference site.

With reference to Fig. 9, assume that the plane wave is traveling with a speed v at an
azimuthal angle ~ with respect to the geographic meridian. Then the following scalar
relation is mathematically exact:

-d 1 -d2 -d 3 -d4V = -
~~~~~~~ Cos 0~ — Cos 

~~2 
= — Cos 03 = Cos 04 ( 7)t l t2 t 3 t4

where 0~ is the angle between the plane-wave direction and the baseline between the ith
and reference sites.

In Eq. (7) the indices 1-4 refer to the four possible combinations of pai rs of sites
relative to a common reference site. 8y expressing 0 in terms of ~p and a and substitutin g
into Eq. (7), one obtains

V = — Cos (a1 — Ø )  I 1, 2, 3, 4. (8)ti

• Because inaccuracies exist in the measurement of d~, t. , and a , the multiple equality
indicated in equations 4.1 and 4.2 is only approximately realized . We define error func-
tions as follows:

e~ (~ ) = Ed 1 cos (a1 - Ø) / t 1 - d 1 cos (a1 - Ø)/t1J 2 (9)

/ 
1/2

err (~ ) ~~~~ e.~(Ø)) - (10)

1>1

Equation (9) represents the squared difference in prediction of propagation speed for two
diffe rent pairs of sites. Equation (10) is a composite error function that represents the
rms error characteristic of all possible differences between the four predictions of velocity.
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GEOGRAPH IC
MERIDIA N

PLANE WAVE

SITE 2

Fig. 9—Schematic of coordinate system
and variables used for the planewave ,
flat-earth propagation model

A computer algorithm was generated to determine the value of ~p (to within 1 degree)
that minimized err (

~ ). For this value of p = 
~~~~ 

the corresponding four values of
velocity ,

V1 — — d.  cos (a1 — Pm~~)/t j (11)

were determined , as well as the average velocity u and the standard deviation in velocity,

a - ~zV2) / (N~~1) ] (12)

with N 4.

Pl~~e-Wave , Sphencal-Earth Method

This method is shown schematically in Fig. 10. The dL~ection of wave travel is
assumed to lie along a great-circle path passing through the reference site. The wave fron t
(also along a great-circle path ) that passes through the ith site is perpendicular to the ray
direction at poin t P. We defIne the followin g symbols as
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GEOGRAP HIC 
DIRECTION OF
WAVE TRAVEL

—~i’~SITE

~ ir ~

REFERENCE - WAV E FRONTSITE 
/

Fig. 10—Schematic of coordinate system and vari-
ables used for the planewave , spherical -earth propa-
gation model

• ‘11—azimuthal angle of arrival of wave at reference site relative to geographic
meridian

R—radiu s of the earth
dir~~~~ at.circle distance between ith site and reference site (known value)

• d 1~ —great-circle distan ce between ith site and point P (must be calculated )
dpr great.circle dis~tance between reference site and point P (must be calculated)
‘Pir azimuthal angle of arc d ,. relative to the geographic meridian at the reference

site (known value )
t 1—propagation time between ith site and reference site (known value); t , is nega-

tive by conven tion if wave arrives last at reference site.

Individual speed values are obtained from the relation

Vi = dp ,./ t j I = 1, 2, 3, 4. (13)

Distance d~, must be related to the known parameter values. Using the law of sines for
a spherical triangle one may write the relation

sin 90° 
- 

sin (4 ’
Sin (d 1~/ R)  

- 

sin (d 1,,/ R)

or

angle (d 1~ / R)  sin~~ (sin (4’ — 4’ .,.) sin (d1,./R)J . (14)

By using the law of cosines and noting that one of the terms involved drops out because
of the right angle at point P, one obtain s
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cos (d j r / R )  = cos (d ,~ / R)  cos (d ~~/ R )  (15)

or

[cos (d ir iR)
dpr R cos~ L~05 (d 1~ / R)

Equations (14) and (15) allow u1 to be determined as a function of azimuth ‘P of arrival
of the wave. Since the four estimates of v1 will in general not be identical at any com-
mon value of ‘11, an error function similar to that in Eq. (9) is defined. The determina-
tion of the value of 4’ for minimum rms error in velocity, the value of the average
velocity, and standard deviation in velocity are then obtained by the same procedure as
for the flat-earth model.

Source Location Method

The geometrical construction for the source location method is illustrated in Fig. 11.
The wave is assumed to spread uniformly from a localized source region to the ith and
jth sites along great-circle paths d,1 and d,3. The associated propagation times from the
source are At,1 and At,1. These are always positive quantities. By using the spherical
triangle defined by the meridians from the geographic pole to the source and to the ith
site and by the great-circle path d,1 the followin g useful relation is obtained from the
law of cosines:

angle (d,1/ R )  = VAt ,1/ R = cos t ( cos 0~ cos 0, + sin 0~ sin 0, cos (ip1 — p,)J (16)

where V is the velocity of propagation and R is the radius of the earth . From Eq. (16)
one may write an abbreviated relation:

At,1 = Rf( 0 1, 0,, ~p 1, ~p,)/V (17)

where the function ~ is given by the right-hand side of Eq. (16). The actual observable
quantity in time is the propagation delay between two sites. This can be determined by
subtraction , as

At
1, 

= At,, — At,1 — R(f(0 ,, 0,, ~p. , p,) — f(01, 0,, spa , p,)1 IV . (18)

Here I and j  denote two different sites. The value of At 11 can be positive or negative,
depending on the magnitudes of At,1 and At ,,. The same sign convention for At~ holds
as for the other two methods. We now define an error function as

e~ — R (f ( 0 1, 0,, p ,, p,) — f( 0~. 0,, ~1, p,) J  I V — ~~~ (19)
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GEOGRAPHIC POLE

/

d,~j ’s~ SITE - - - - SOURCE LOCATION
d,1 /

/
/

/

i’s’ SITE - 9
~

Fig. 11—Schematic of coordinat e system and variables used
for the source location method

where j  represents the reference site and i represents any of the four other sites. The
first term on the right side of Eq. (19) represents the prediction of the propagation time
delay between sites i and I for a given choice of 0~, ~p,, u , and the second term , At11,represents the experimentally determined value. Equation (19) is used to form a corn-
posite rrns error function.

err (0,,~~,, V) 
(
~~ 

e~ )”~. (20)
i#1

The summation is over i, with j  held constant. A computer algorithm is used to search a
three-dimensional table of candidate values of 0,, p,, and V to determine the set of these
parameters for which function err is a minimum. In our analysis the increment in 0 was
1 degree, the increment in ~p was 2 degrees, and the increment in V was 3% of the plane-
wave solution velocity . Upon determination of source parameters 0,, ~p5, and V. the
velocities V1, defined as

V,~ = R [f ( 0 ,, 8,, ~p1, p,) — f ( 0 1, 0,, ~~, p,)] /At 11 (21)

L 
- were determined for the four combinations of pairs of sites. The standard deviation in

velocity was then determined in the same manner as indicated in Eq. (12). It should be
emphasized that the standard deviations calculated in this manner indicate a measure of
internal consisten cy between model and data . They do not represent a measure of
consistency obtained by repeated measurement of the same quantity.
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As will be discussed in more detai l in Sec. 5, a stability test was performed on the
soun e location model to determ ine to what degree the solution was affected by variationof the t,1 input parameters from the values required for an exact mathematical solution.
The results of the test indicated that the actual source location defined by the coordi-
nates 0, and p, was quite sensitive to the introduced error. However , the movement ofthe source region as a function of introduced error in the input parameters was closely
constrained to fall on the great-circle path between the reference site and the zero-error
source location. Hence the azimuthal direction of arrival in fe rred from this method is
insensitive to errors in the input parameters. The velocity parameter was not strongly
affected by input parameter error. The source location method should realistically be
considered to be a third form of direction-of-arrival determination method that allows
for the curvature of the surface of the earth and curvature of the wave front toward the
source region.

Propagation analysis methods having a greater degree of complexity were not con-
sidered because of the necessity to have many more site locations to determine the pro-
pagation parameters. The logical extension of the source location method with a circu-
larly spreading wave fron t would be a similar method with an elli ptically expanding wave
front. However, two additional parameters need evaluation for this approach. One is the
ellipticity; the other is the orientation of the major axis of the elliptical wave front.
Complete determination of parameters for this method would require a minimum of six
sites.

5. RESULTS

A total of 18 time windows of data of either 8- or 18-mm duration were analyzed
in detail. These samples were taken from seven different days over the period from
Apri l 15 to December 4, 1975, and represent the best quality Pci events observed
simultaneously at all five sites during the interval from April 9, 1975, to February 19,
1976. All times used are universal times (UT) in un its of hours and minutes unless indi-
cated otherw ise. Julian days are listed with the calendar dates because it was considered
more convenient to use Julian day only for identification in other areas of the report.

Discussion of the Data

Table 2 summarizes the dates and time windows of the events analyzed, the geomag-
• netic activity K~ index , the center-frequency of the narrow-band spectral slice utilized,

- • and the apparent direction of arrival in azimuth, apparent group velocity and standard
deviation in group velocity for three different mathematical models. All data appear to
be taken during relatively quiet geomagnetic conditions by implication of the low
values. Pci frequencies range from 0.838 to L281 Hz. The last three headings blocked
off at the top of Table 2 refer to the three different analysis methods used to determine
propagation speed and direction of arrival. The plane-wave, flat-earth method computes
the azimuth of arrival and speed of propagation parameter values in a manner that
minimizes the internal discrepancy in velocity between all sites with respect to the Florida

For a discuision of the significance of the K,, index , see Ref. 36.
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(FL) site.~ In principle only three sites are required for this calculation. We have found
that the redundancy of two extra sites increases the reliability of the solution. The plane-
wave, spherical-earth method functions in an analogous way but allows for the curvature
of the earth’s surface. Again only th ree sites are required for the calculation , but five
sites or four time differences are always used . The difference in results from these two
meth ods is insignificant. The third (source location) method allows for curvature of both
the earth’s surface and of the wavefront itself. Four sites are required for this calcula-
tion , and the inclusion of the fifth creates one redundancy. It should be understood that
azimuth (AZ) values listed for the three methods refer to the azimuth of arrival at the
FL site relative to the geographic meridian. A 0-degree azimuth implies propagation from
north to south along the geographic meridian . For the plane-wave , fl at-earth method the
arrival azimuth would be the same at all sites. Because of earth curvature the arrival
azimuths would be slightly different at the other sites for the plane-wave, spherical-earth
method. Since the source location method uses a curved wave front the arrival azimuths
could be very different at the other sites, depending on the proximity of the source to the
network of sites. The columns labelled “Dev ” in Table 2 represent the standard devia-
tion of the variation of the velocity between pairs of sites from the root-mean-square
velocity (Vel) determined by application of the analysis method.

Thus the standard deviations represent an internal variance peculiar to the model
employed . They do not represent variation observed from repeated measurements of the
same data window.

A stability test was performed for the source location method to ascertain the effect
on the solution parameters of latitude , longitude , and velocity caused by varying degrees
of error in one of the input time delay parameters. The results of the stability test are
shown in Table 3. Propagation time delays between each of the other sites and the FL
site were computed for a velocity of 800 km/s fro m a source at 60°N latitude 60°W
longitude. These values were -1.999, -1.180, -1.444 and -1.088 sec for NY/FL , WV/FL ,
MD/FL , and IL/FL , respectively. The root-mean-square deviation from these times and

-- the calculated source location latitude and longitude and azimuth of arrival at the FL
site were calculated for introduced errors of ± 0.10 s for the WV/FL input parameter and
± 0.05 to ± 0.30 s for the NY/FL parameter. The computed latitudes and longitudes
representing the solution with introduced input parameter errors move away from the
exact or zero-error solution location in a manner such that the azimuth between the
source location and the FL site is nearly invariant. Hence the most meaningful solution
parameter for the former date in Table 2 for the source location meth od is the azimuth
of arrival of the wave at the FL site rather than the specific geographical location of
source region i tself.

Table 4 lists the actual cross-correlation time delays obtained for all data time
windows analyzed. These data were used with the analysis methods in Sec. 4 to calculate
the velocity and direction of arrival results in Table 2. A “minus” sign before the data
value implies that the sign al arrived at the other site prior to arrival at the reference site.

tit was found that if any other site was used as a common reference the baseline was too short and the
propagation times betw een sites were too small compare d to meuur ement accuracy and compared to
deviation s in computed temporal model parameters from actual complex propag ation conditions.
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Table 3— Stability Study of Source Location Method

Azimuth
Latitude Longitude of Velocity Standard mis Time

Perturbation . Deviation Error(deg) (deg) Arnval (km/ s)
(deg) m s (s)

NONE 60 60 22.6 800.0 0.3 0.001
NY + 0.050 58 64 22.0 800.0 10.6 0.048
NY - 0.050 52 72 21.0 776.0 11.5 0.041

NY + 0.100 66 46 22.4 824.0 19.0 0.065
NY - 0.100 52 72 21.0 776.0 18.1 0.065
WV + 0.100 46 78 18.8 752.0 16.1 0.063
WV- 0.100 66 40 24.2 824.0 34.0 0.091
NY + 0.200 66 48 21.6 848.0 41.2 0.138

NY - 0.200 50 74 20.7 752.0 33.6 0.129

NY + 0.300 66 50 20.9 872.0 66.2 0.210

NY - 0.300 46 76 23.0 728.0 55.0 0.19 1

All cross-correlation time delays were obtained on data that were narrow-banded at a Q
of 50, wi th subsequent squaring and summing of NS and EW components followed by
low-psss filtering to accomplish a form of envelope detection. This detection method
was compared to full-wave rectification followed by low-pass filtering for a single axial
component. Negligible diffe rences in terms of cross -correlation results were observed
when a single component was used for both methods.* The squaring method tends to
weight the importance of the large amplitude data at the expense of the lower amplitude
constituents. A square-root device was not used after the squaring method detector be-
cause of problems with dynamic range and offsets inherent in these analog devices.t

Table 5 lists the apparent attenuation constants in decibels per/ 1000 km for most of
the previously listed data time-windows. The word “apparent” is used because the ob-
served signal strength between two sites depends upon the attenuation of the hydromagne-
tic wave in the ionospheric medium as well as the transmission (or leakage) coefficient
from the ionospheric medium to the surface of the earth. The constants were calculated
with the assumption that the wave field strengths were attenuated exponentially with
distance. All amplitude ratios were with respect to the FL site. The amplitude values

* tt is not poss ible to vectovially combine two component s of data with conventional rectif ication low-
pass filtering detection methods.

tSince the cross-correlation was performed with analog apparatus , the squaring, summing, filtering (and
squars -root ing if app lied ) were also accomplished with analog devices.
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Table 4— Summary of Propagation Time Delay s Between Sites
for Group Velocity Determinations

Julian Calendar Analysis Pci NY/ FL WV/ FL MD/ FL IL/FLInterval FrequencyDay Date (UT) (Hz) (sec) (sec) (see) (see)

105 15A pr 75 0345/0403 .838 -1.323 - .980 - .823 - .911
0915/0923 1.242 -1.122 - .715 - .692 - .754

106 16Apr 75 0630/0648 .878 -1.147 - .852 - .861 - .891
0650/0708 .878 -1.272 - .821 - .955 - .735
0700/0718 .878 -1.240 - .618 - .658 - .438
0710/0728 .878 - .866 - .680 - .486 - .688

119 26 Apr 75 0808/0826 1.250 -1.634 — 1.270 -1.257 -1.289
0816/0824 1.250 -1.649 -1.301 -1.538 -1.414

122 2 May 75 0757/0805 .883 -2.815 -1.990 -2.389 -1.906

195 14 July 75 0754/0802 1.281 -1.553 -1.277 -1.201 — 1.410

196 15 July 75 0440/0448 .909 -1.801 -1.844 -1.287 -1.939
0510/0518 1.090 -1.691 - — 1.329 -1.246 -1.430

338 4 Dec 75 0241/0259 1.019 -2.489 -2.041 -2.290 -1.914
1.031 -2.520 -1.978 -2.180 -1.914

0250/0308 1.019 -2.411 -1.978 -2.103 -1.914
1.031 -2.395 -2.041 -1.978 -2.101

0300/0318 1.019 -2.083 -1.479 -1.603 -1.539
1.031 -1.864 -1.557 -1.524 -1.679

0315/0333 1.031 -2.301 -1.556 -1.759 -1.539
0630/0648 1.259 -1.364 -1.354 -1.181 -1.601
0642/0700 1.259 -1.442 -1.260 -1.149 -2.586
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Table 5—Obse rved Attenuation Constants in Decibe ls per 1000 Kilometers

Plane-Wave Source-Location
Azimuth Used Azimuth Used

Day Analysis 
_____________ ___________ _____________ ___________

Interval Attenuation Standard Attenuation Standard
Constan t Deviation Constant Deviation

105 0345—0403 5.30 2.41 5.18 2.33

105 0915-0923 7.63 4.52 7.52 4.46

106 0650-0708 2.81 1.54 2.80 1.57
106 0700-0718 2.29 1.34 2.15 1.29
106 0710-0728 2.40 1.74 2.05 1.54
119 0808-0826 6.70 2.75 6.62 2.80

122 0757-0805 8.01 4.38 8.02 4.40

195 0754-0802 5.30 2.34 5.10 2.48

196 0440-0448 -0.47 3.28 -0.59 2.22

196 0510-0518 6.06 2.50 5.92 2.52

338 0241-0259 12.76 2.89 12.88 3.07
338 0250-0308 13.05 3.63 13.05 3.63

338 0300—0318 12.03 4.39 12.07 4.42

338 0315-0333 9.25 3.92 9.33 4.02

338 0630-0648 10.09 4.48 8.01 3.63

were manually extracted from strip-chart plots of vectorially summed NS and EW com-
ponents that were previously bandpass filtered with a Q of 20. Ratios were determined
on the average of once every 0.3 to 1.0 m m .  of data window. No attenuation constan ts
were calculated for events 106 0630/0648 and 338 0642/0700 because the amplitude
ratios were not very stable as a function of time. All values of amplitude ratio for a
given site pai r were averaged over the data window before the attenuation constant was
computed . The standard devi ation listed is a measure of internal consistency of the
average attenuation constan t calculated for the four pai rs of site combinations. Calculated
values are shown for arri val azimuths based on the plane-wave and source-location models
but the differences are insign i fi cant.

The Data Spectra

The spectral characteristics of the t ata are presented in Appendix A. No additional
filtering was used in the spectral presentations over the actual passband of the receiving
system, which was 0.39-2.1 Hz (-3.d B points). The horizontal line just above 1.5 Hz is a
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display calibration marker at 1-9/16 Hz. The spectral display was intensity modulated ,
which tends to produce a somewhat thresholded appearance . A 32-s memory time was
used ; it consequently provides 0.03125-Hz frequency resolution. The raster is composed
of individ ual amplitude-frequency display s incremented approximately every 9 s in tim ’.
The spectra were generated using the largest ampli tude component at each site (usuall y
the NS component). The ampli tude of the signal input to the spectru m analyzer was
carefully adjusted to retain most of the fine structure detail , with second priori ty given
to displaying the weaker sign al components and noise background. A 2-dB adjustment
often made an appreciable difference in the disp lay . A weak input emphasized the dis-
crete fine structure but made the overall bandwidth seem n arrow. A strong input
bloomed out the fine structure detail but often brought to view an apparent wider emis-
sion band structure . The rather small dynamic range of the disp lay (not the electronics)
should be kept in mind when comparing spectra.

The n arrow-band fine structure that rises in fre quency with increasing time , a well-
known feature of Pci emissions, is evident in most of the disp lays but is especially
prominent in Fig. A6 (an “A” before the figure numbe r implies that the fi gu re occurs in
Appendix A). Note that the frequency scale does not start at zero in this examp le. The
narrow vertical bands that somewhat degrade the appearance of Fig. AS are caused by
transient impulses in the data from atmospheric discharge s, or “spherics ,” which momen-
tarily overloaded the spectrum an alyzer. Most of the events are relatively narrow band
(defined in th is context as less than 0.5 Hz ) with the exception of the events on Julian
days 106 (Fig. A2) and 122 (Fig. A4). All data that were an alyzed for polarization
characteristics and velocity/direction-of-arrival analysis were narrow-band filtered at a Q
of 50 with a center frequency near the center of the spectral bands shown in Fi gs. Al-
A8. The data used to compute attenuation constan ts were filtered at the same center
frequencies but with a Q of only 20. The n arrow-band filtering was emp loyed to
diminish beating effects on the shape of the Pci ampli tude-time envelope and on the
eccentricity , orientation , and phasor rotation of the polariza tion elli pse. Obvio usly it is
undesirable to eliminate all beating effects, since if this were done there would be no
envelope modulation at all and cross-correlation techniques would not be pe3sible except
for carrier phase comparisons. Narrow-band filtering is beneficial in several ways:

1. It equalizes the spectral bandwidths at all sites, whereas withou t fil tering they
would be unequal because of propagation effects.

2. It reduces the effect of local interferences such as powerlin e transients and elec-
trical storm discharges.

In all cases the filte rs were care full y adjusted so that phase shifts between all filter
pair combin ations at the center frequency ± 0.5 Hz were minimal and insignificant. This
was accomplished by observing the Lissajous fi gure resulting from a test sign al in the
manner d~ ~cribed in Sec. 3. The detrimental eff€c ts of beating in broad-band signal
analysis sre discussed in Sec. 2 under the subheading “Polarization. ” Other investigators
employing n arrow-hand filtering in Pci analysis were Fraser [19J and Cam pbell and
Thorn berry [181 .
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‘l’he l)ata Envelopes

The envelopes of the n arrow-ban d filtered amp litude- time data for all but the last
data window for day 338 are shown in Appendix B. These illustrations represr’nt
envelope magnitudes in the horizontal plan e. The narrow-band filtered NS and EW com-
ponents at each site were squared , summed , low-pass filtered , and then digitized . A com-
puter  algorithm was used to take the square root before p lo tting. Care ful attention was
employed to eliminate d.c. offsets and drifts in this processing. The envelope m agnitude
method of data presen tation has the advantage of reducing the number  of illustrations by
a facto r of two (b y virtue of the combination of NS and EW components). In addition
it is a better form to use for maki ng comparisons between sites because compone~it-to-
component omparisons can lead to confusing and sometimes erroneous conclusions.
Comparison of a NS component at one site to an EW component at another site can lead
to an error of up to t 1/4 cycle (0.25 s at 1 H z )  for an elli ptically polarized ‘.s ave (an
explanation follows under the heading “Ph ase Anal ysis ’

The general appearance of the envelope magnitudes requires some exp lan ation. For
example , a very obvious change in appearance occurs at the 9-mm tick mark in Fig. 87
(data sample on Julian day 119). This change is accompanied by a change in spectral
cha racteristics of the event as shown at approximately 0819 UT in Fi g. A3. Here a
lower emission band fades out , leaving only the sligh tly higher frequency band t iat  com-
menced at approximately 0814 UT. The envelope modulation is caused by beating of the
va rious frequency components that compose the emission and that are not rejected by
filtra tion. If only two frequency components are present and the center frequency of the
ban d-pass ~‘r is placed midway between them , the maximum beating of the envelope
wi ll be observt d. If on the other hand the center frequency of the filter is placed close
to one of the two component carrier frequencies the envelope modulation will be greatly
di minished. In Fig. B7 the center frequency of the fi l ter  is held constan t at 1.25 Hz.
Ih e  beating patt eig-i varies fro m slow to rapid to slow again , concurrently with the
broadening and subsequent narrowing of the spectrum.

The envelope magnitude illustrations , which are presented wi th syn ch ronism among
all five sites , provide the reader with an excellent opportunity to judge the quality of
the da ta used in the cross-correlations for determining group velocity and dire ction of
arrival. The time scales for each of the five sites have been adjusted to remove the pro-
pagatior~ delays so that the modulation peaks are al igned w rti cal lv. From purely visual
and somewhat subjectiv e observation the greatest similarity in envelope modulation
patterns amon g all five sites occur -; ~n Figs. 82 , B6-Bi1 , and 816.

The Data Polarizations

The polar iat  on chara ct4 ’r i~t i -s of all the data presented in this report are shown in
Appendi x C . Each polariza tion elli pse represents 5s of data , and the start of each subse-
que ’nt ellipse is exac tly 1 mm f rom the start of the previous one. The upward ordina te
directi on is toward magnetic north ; the right absc i ssa direction poin ts tow ard magnetic
east. A ll data were hand-pas .s filtered at a Q of 50. Care ful attention was paid to tuning
the identically constructed filte rs to eliminate phase shifts between NS and EW channels ,
which would affect the eccentricity of the polarization elli pses. The time sequence is
fro m left to right and the starting and ending times are as given in the figure captions.
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The amplit udes at each site were adjusted to yield comparable average magnitudes among
all sites. The polarization disp lays for the 18-mm . data windows were divided into two
sec tions for illustration purposes. Graphical display of the data facilit ates rapid visual
determination of the polarization linearity, the orientation of the polarization ( ‘llipse , and
the rotation of the elli pse as a function of time and site location. The polarization dis-
plays show that the re is a slight tendency for the FL site to have more linear polariza tion
than do the more northerly sites. This effect is not pronounced , however , over the
latitudes spanned by our network of receiving sites. The characteristics of the polarization
phasor rotation were also an alyzed in detail by computer analysis of the digitized data.
Both righ t-han d and le ft-han d polarizations were observed at all sites. The percentage of
ti me, statistically, that each site exhibited ri ght-handed phasor rotation was calculated and
the followin g results were found : NY , 37%; IL , 52’ -~; MD , -l5~4 ; W V, 52% ; and FL , 50% .
A transition from LU phasor rotation at the higher latitudes to predomin antly RH rotation
at the lowe r latitudes was not observed. Failure to observe predominantly RH phasor
rotation at the lower latitudes leads one to conclude that either RH polarizatio n does not
dominate at low latitudes , as has been postulated by theorists , or the effect is masked by
the bea ting effect discussed in Sec. 2, despite the fac t that the data were heavily filtered.

Table 6 lists the average angle of projec tion of the major ax is of the polarization
elli pse relative to the geographic meridian for a selected group of events that had reason-
able temporal stability in polarization characteristics over the interval shown. These angles
wil l be used subsequently to test the hypothesis of Baranskiy that the polarization alines
toward the secondary source region. Note that the time intervals in Table 6 are either 8
or 9 mm long and are in some cases smaller time windows than previously associated with
data from the same day . In each case the smaller time window matches that of the
corresponding polarization illustration in Appendix C. The angle of inclination of the
eigh t to nine pola rization elli pses - the illustration was averaged for each site. These
averages , which rep resent inclinations from magnetic north , were then adjusted for the
magnetic declination at the respective sites to give angles relative to the geographic
meridian. A positive angle denotes inclination east of the geographic meridian , and a
negative angle , west. In cases where a given polarization elli pse could not be assigned a
defin ite inclination because of extremely small ampli tude or because of erratic behavior ,

•1 it was ign ored. Data windows that exhibite d much erratic behavior were not included in
the table .

The hypothesis of Baranskiy imp lies that the polarization projections tend to point
toward the secondary source region at high and middle latitudes. This tendency was
derived fro m theoretical calculations for linear polarized waves in a homogeneous bound-
I s s  plasma. In reality neither homogeneous nor boundless conditions are accurate
physical descriptions , and exactl y linear polarization is seldom obse rved (although it must
be conceded tha t most polarization measurements are made outside the ionosp he re). The
NY , IL , MD , and WV sites can certainl y be considered midlatitude sites. The FL site is
probably bord erline be tween middle and low latitude.

To test this hypothesis , we i ’ tted the data in ‘Fable 6 on the maps shown in
Appendix D. They have a simp lified outline of northeast America and use the same
projection as was used in Fig. 3 and in Appendix E (to be discussed). On this projection
great-circle paths from any of the site s to distances of a few thousand kilometers can be
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Table 6—Average Inclination of the Polarization Ellipse to the Geographic Meridian . Positive
Value Indicates Inclination to the East; Negative Value Indicates Inclination to the West

NY IL I MD WV FLDay Time I(deg) (deg) L (deg) (deg) (deg)

105 0916—0924 58.4 ± 3.8 50.0 ± 2.7 27.8 ± 3.4 27.9 ± 2.7 10.1 ± 4.7
106 0720-0728 26.9 ± 11.7 49.8 ± 2.6 16.1 ± 7.1 28.9 ± 2.8 11.3 ! 3.9
119 0809-0818 -86.7 ± 7.6 43.0 ± 7.7 -35.9 ± 12.7 -7.0 ± 4.6 9.1 ± 10.3

119 0819-0827 -104.6 ± 9.3 36.3 ± 8.7 -42.0 ± 8.5 -14.4 ± 5.7 -1.9 ± 7.2
122 0800-0808 83.8 ± 9.5 50.0 ± 9.5 44.9 ± 3.3 40.6 ± 3.8 29.9 ± 9.0
196 044 1-0450 -73.4 ± 13.5 -40.2 ± 5.4 -50.6 ± 11.1 -50.1 ± 6.6 -19.2 ± 6.1
196 0511—0520 -86.3 ± 5.8 -12.3 ± 23.0 -50.2 ± 6.4 -35.7 ± 8.7 -21.1 ± 9.2
338 0241-0250 30.8 ± 9.6 53.5 ± 6.4 28.9 ± 8.4 31.7 ± 5.8 22.4 ± 10.6
338 0251-0300 42.8 ± 25.9 59.0 ± 4.5 33.5 ± 19.6 26.9 ± 6.0 25.6 ± 30.0

338 0301-0310 48.3 ± 15.0 65.7 ± 15.3 30.8 ± 8.5 32.7 ± 11.3 32.8 ± 11.6

338 0631-0639 -66.2 ± 3.5 -19.3 ± 2.6 -15.3 ± 2.7 -20.7 ± 2.7 8.2 ± 5.1

represented by straigh t lines with sufficient accuracy for the purpose at hand .* The solid
lines emanating from each site position in the illustrations in Appendix D represent the
projections of the major axis of the polarization ellipses. The dashed line (longer dashes)
represents the direction of r -’v al at the F L site using the plane-wave , flat-earth method
and propagation time-delay d.~ta. The dotted line (or shorter dashes) represents the
direction of arrival at FL using the source location method . A glance at all the illustra-
tions in Appendix D immediately shows a strong tendency for alinement of the polariza-
tion projections. While the alinement is ofte n too poor to allow any fi rm deductions it
is obvious that the polarization orientation is not random . In two cases , 119 0809/0818
and 196 044 1/0450 , the intersection of all five polarization projections in a relatively
smal l area appears to support the Baranskiy hypothesis , in spite of the fact that the
polarizations are not exactly linear. In all the other cases shown the tendency to con-

• verge is still apparent. Strangely enough , some of the worst examples in terms of
co lvergency have the smallest standard deviations listed in Table 7 (for example , 105

)~,I6f0924 and 338 0631/0639). Comparison of the polarization projections to the
- , plane-wave and source location directions of arrival is not consistent. Sometimes one or

the other direction of arrival methods gives good corroboration , but at other times both
methods are in disagreement. Thus it must be concluded that the directional indications
of the polarization data from the five-station network do not usually point to or inte rsect
on a source region which is in agreement with the direction of arrival computed from

The type of projection is unknown. The stra ighL~line approximation was checked by comput ing and
• plotting trajectories of several great-c ircle paths us ing spherical trigonom~’try.
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Table 7—Comparison of the Average Inclination of the Polarization Ellipse at the Florida
Site to the Calculated Direction of Arrival for the Plane-Wave , Flat-Earth and Source
Location Models

Polarization Standard Plane Source
Day Azimuth Deviation Azimuth Azimuth

(deg) (deg) (deg) (deg)

105 0346-0354 33.3 7.5 4 9

105 0355-0403 28.9 14.7 4 9

105 0916-0924 10.1 4.7 6 9

106 0631-0639 28.3 5.9 6 9

106 0640-0648 6.4 4.4 6 9

106 0651-0659 12.4 10.4 27 19

106 0700-0708 12.5 10.5 27 19
106 0710-0718 12.4 5.7 -12 4

106 0720—0728 11.3 3.9 -12 4

119 0809-0818 9.1 10.3 6 11

119 0819-0827 -1.9 7.2 7 *

122 0800-0808 29.9 9.0 22 18
195 0755-0804 -17.8 8.3 -4 4

196 0441-0450 -19.2 6.1 -20 6

196 0511—0520 -21.1 9.2 -1 4

338 0241-0250 22.4 10.6 16 11
338 0251-0300 25.6 30.0 11 11
338 0301-0310 32.8 32.8 11 9

338 0311-0320 29.2 15.4 11 9

338 0631-0639 8.2 8.2 -20 5
338 0640-0648 8.2 6.2 -15 -1

Value not determined.
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t ime delay measurements. Summers 129 1 predicted that because of re fractive effects the
farther a wave proceeds toward the equator the more the polarization should approach
the geomagnetic meridian (which we estimate to be about 11° E at the FL site). This
predictio n was corroborated by observations of Tepley [30j and Smith [3 1J , and this
trend can also be seen in our determinations of direction of arrival and polarization pro-
jection.

Fraser and Summers 1321 suggested the possibility that for near-linear polari zation
the projection of the major polarization axis for low-latitude stations migh t point to the
source region. This hypothesis is in conflict with the prediction of Baranskiy, who
thought the method would work only at high and middle latitudes. It also seems less
plausible because of the refraction effect. Table 7 compares the average polari zation
inclination of the FL site with the direction of arrival azimuths computed using the plane-
wave arid source location methods based on time-delay measurements. There are more
entries in Table 7 than in Table 6 because the FL site polarizations taken alone satisfy
more frequently the criterion of approximate linearity and consistency in orientation
than when polarizations from all five sites are considered as a whole , as was done for
Table 5.5. Some of the average polarizations shown have large standard deviations , how-
ever , and should be accepted only with caution. Inspection of the table shows that there
is poor agreement between the polarization inclinations and the computed directions of
arrival. In addition , there is no better agreement with the polarization inclinations for
either the plane-wave or source location method .

Result Summary Maps/Direction of Amval

The results of Table 2 are displayed picto rially in the illustrations of Appendix E.
The straight lines terminating at the FL site represent the computed direction of arrival
for the plane-wave, flat-earth method. When solutions for more than one time interval
are plotted on the same illustration they are tagged with a label that is referred to the
applicable data window in the figu re caption . The tagged circles represent the computed
locations of the secondary source region for the hydromagnetic wave propagation in the
ionospheric medium. It is emphasized again that the azimuthal angle of arrival at the FL
site for the source location method is a more reliable parameter than the actual source
location point. Specification of the source location region on the illustrations allows a
rapid visual qualitative comparison of arrival directions associated with the two methods
of computation, as well as an association of a geographical area of origin. The arclike
curves labeled L 2, 3, 5, and 10 included on the illustrations are the Mcllwain L-shell
contours for an altitude of 200 km. * The contours do not change sign ifi cantly for the
purpose at hand for altitude up to 400 km. As mentioned in Sec. 2 the secondary
source regions have been reported to be observed most frequently between L-shell values
of 4 and 10.

There is evidence that observation of Pci micropulsation characteristics is dependent
upon a solar time-of-day scale. Baranskiy [24 J ,  Troitskaya et al. [271, and Summers and
Fraser [28 1 indicate tnat in northern latitudes the major ax is of the polarization ellipse
rotates in a counterclockwise manner with time in early morning hours. This rotation is

The L-value is the geocentri c dista nce measure d in earth radii to the place where the field line crosses the
equatorial plane and is the same parameter as is used in M cHw a in coordinat es. For a discussion of Mc llwain
coor dinat es , see Ref . 37.
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attributed to a westward movement of the secondary source region as the dawn day-
nigh t terminator migrates westward . In an attempt to associate observed Pci characteris-
tics wi th solar-time conditions at ionospheric F2 layer al titude , contours represen ting the
demarcation of astronomical twiligh t and sunrise at a given instan t of time and at an
altitude of 350 km are plotted on the illustrations of Appendix E. The stippled area
represents the transition region fro m total darkness on the left to sunlight on the right.
The two stippled areas on Fig. El represent the twilight-sunri se conditions for the two
data windows for da~ 105. Several other illustrations indicate the advance in the twilight
contour by a dashed line for two or more data windows following closely in time.

The data for these contours were taken from tables issued by the Nautical Almanac
Office as a supplemen t to the American Ephemeris in 1946 381. The correction factor
to account for altitude above the surface of the earth had to be extrapolated mathemat-
ically because the tabular values extended only to 1525 m (5000 ft). A constan t factor
of -29 mm of arc was used for correction for refraction effects. This value represented
the tabular entry for the lowest temperature and pre ssure combination , -60° F and 102
mhar , respectively.

Inspection of the illustrations of Appendix E shows no consistent tendency for
angular dependence of the incoming wave on the location of the twilight-sunrise contours.
Contours primarily west of the network of stations do not cause waves to arrive along a
westward-tilted azimuth , and contours primarily east of the network of stations do not
cause waves to arrive along an eastward-tilted azimuth. On the other hand, Table 2 sug-
gests a tendency for counterclockwise (CCW) rotation of the angle of arrival on a much
shorter time scale for the overlapping data sequences taken on two different days (106
0630/0728 and 338 0241/0333). For day 106 the CCW rotation tendency established
by the firs t three data windows is somewhat negated on the last window , which indicates
a substantial rotation to the east. The polarizations for this time period are too unsettled
to allow determining a rotation tendency. For day 338 the CCW rotation tendency is
weak . For the data processed at 1.019 Hz over the time span 0241/0318 a maximum of
5 degrees of rotation is observed for the plane-wave method and only 2 degrees for the
source location method . For the data processed at 1.031 Hz over the same window , a
I 6-degree CCW rotation is observed by the plane-wave method but no rotation by the
source location method. The final data window of 0315/0333 again destroys the con-
tinuity of rotation by registering a significan t clockwise (CW) rotation of 20 degrees for

- - - the plane-wave methods and 2 degrees for the source location method . The polarization
rotation tendency in ferred from Table 6 for the three data windows spanning time

- - interval 0241/0310 indicates CW rotation for the NY , IL , and FL sites. The rotations for
the MD and WV sites are not consistently unidirectional and are oppostie each other.
The second data window for MD indicates a CW rotation relative to the first , and the
third indicates a CCW rotation . The WV data show a CCW rotation for the second win-
dow and a CW rotation for the third. The rotation sense for the polarization ellipse axes
does not complement the rotation sense of the direction of arrival directrix computed
from propagation time differences between sites for the two day s of data for which an
overlapping time sequence of data windows was analyzed . It should be recognized that
the large standard deviation associated with the average polarization orientations precludes
a high degree of confidence in any conc lusions based on them. It is our opinion that this
problem would be inherent in polar ization data collected in the same latitudes by any
other system of measurement. Conclusions on orientation trends can be obtained only
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by statistical studies of a large number  of well-behaved events. Since our data samples were
obtained by highly selective standard s with most consideration given to cross-correlation
characteristics and only secondary consideration given to polarization characteristics,
these samples are insufficient for such a statistical study of polarization orientations.

Much more significance , however , is attributed to the following observations. For
each of the three wave propagation methods, rms time-delay errors indicating the devia-
tion of the input data from the equivalent “exact” solution values were calculated for
each data window. In all but two instances the source location meth od had slightl y
better internal consistency (i.e., lower rms error) . This property is also apparent in the
lower standard deviations in computed velocities for this model. The average rms time
error for each of the three methods was

Plane wave, flat earth: 0.306 ± 0.158 s
Plane wave, spherical -earth : 0.335 ± 0.15 1 s
Source location : 0.186 ± 0.105 s.

The average azimuthal angle of arrival at the FL site was calculated for each method .
These were foun d to be

Plane wave , flat earth : 5.5 ± 15.4° E
Plane wave spherical earth : 3.2 ± 15.2°E
Source location : 9.9 ± 6.7°E.

The source location method, which is internally more consistent, is also much more con-
sis~ent in average azimuth of arrival . We have determined that the geomagnetic meridian
passes through the FL reference site at an azimuthal angle of approximately 11° E. * The
close proximity of the average direction of arrival by the source location method with
the geomagnetic meridian is in strong support of the theoretical determination by
Greifinger and Greifinger [3] that propagation along the meridian is most favorable. The
plane-wave methods support this finding somewhat less convincingly, primarily because
of the large deviation of the computed directions of arrival from the average value. It
must be recalled , however , that the two plane-wave methods do not fit the observed data
as well as the source location method. We interpret these observations as evidence that
it is necessary to take nonpianar wave fronts into account in propagation calculations.

The concept of ducted Pci micropulsations being constrained to propagate along the
geomagnetic meridian is not new . In fact it was originally assumed by workers in this

- - field that this was the only possible direction a ducted wave could travel (see for example
Ref. 6 and 17). It was not until the report of observations of E-W propagation by
Campbell and Thomberry [18~ and Fraser [19) that off-meridian propagation was given
serious consideration .

Finally, it must be stated that the possibility of purely E-W propagation cannot be
examined with the data from our five-station network. Because our stations are at mid-
Latitudes , strict E-W propagation would pass by undetected. Correspondingly, no data

The geomagnetic merid ian passing through the FL site follows a path that intersects the L-she ll con-
tours at right angles. The I1°E inclination was determined by manua lly sketching thi s path and meas-
urin g the azimuth at the FL site with a protractor .
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windows analyzed for this report have ever indicated propagation in an E-W direction.
The largest off-meridian propagation angles observed were 31° E and 33°W relative to the
geomagnetic meridian or 42°E and 22°W relative to the geographic meridian . These
values were obtained usin g the plane-wave propagation model, which as mentioned
previously gave the large r diversi ty of directions of arrival. The largest off-meridian pro-
pagation angles observed using the source location model were 1.6 E and 12 W relative to
the geomagnetic meridian , or 27°E and 1°W of the geographic meridian. Although the
geographical location of the sites makes detection of east-west propagation improvable ,
the results above show that at midlatitudes there is a strong tendency toward meridian al
propagation.

Attenuation

It is desirable to interpret the attenuation constan t data in Table 5 in relation to the
twilight-sunrise curves shown in the illustrations in Appendix E. Our observations are in
agreement with those of other reports that optimum ducting conditions appear to occur
in late night to early morning hours . The latest time at which a quality event was
recorded was about 0930 UT or 0430 local standard time. Observation of Pci ’s at all
five stations have in a few cases existed unti l 0830 local standard time. However , the
effects of severe attenuation, which are characteristic of day light condi tions , have by the n
become apparent in terms of very poor signal-to-noise ratio at the FL site. Over the local
time interval (UT-5 hr) of 21~ 0/0430 within which our data are clustered , the observed
attenuation rates appear to be determined by existing ionospheric conditions much more
strongly than the location of the twilight-sunrise swath relative to the fi ve-station network.
For example , the data taken on day 338 have the largest attenuation values observed,
even though the sunrise line is the farthest east of the site network . The far eastward
location of the sunrise terminator places the ionosphere above the network in the darkest
and potentially optimum condition of low-attenuation ducting. The lowest attenuation
rates (with the exception of the anomalous result on 196 0440/0448) were obtained on
day 106, when the ionosphere above most of the sites was experiencing twilight condi-
tions. Hence, in the optimum late-night , early-morning ducting time interv al the attenua-
tion rates depend only weakly on the proximity of the dawn terminator and are probably
more strongly dependent on ionospheric properties. A study of attenuation constant vs

• ionospheric electron density data was not attempted because of the unavailability of
ionosonde data in the appropriate geographical areas .

The magnitudes of the attenuation constan ts are considerably larger than those cal-
culated by Greifinger and Greifinger [3] for nighttime minimum sunspot conditions,
which indicated attenuation rates of 2 dB or less per 1000 km for propagation up to
15 degrees off the geomagnetic meridian and 4.5 dB or less per 1000 km for propagation
at angles up to 30 degrees from the meridian . However , our values are in the same range
~ those measured by Bagnall (39]. The anomalous (amplification ) result for day 196 is
indicative of the unpredictability of relative sign al amplitudes at two given sites and sug-
gests that leakage or transmission of the hydromagnetic wave energy from the ionospheric
medium to the surface of the earth may not be constan t over the dimensions of our net-
work of stations. This hypothesis is also supported by the large standard deviation found
for all data windows.
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Velocity

The velocities of propagation computed for all data windows ran ged from -144 to
1523 km/ s. The magnitude of the velocity , unlike the computed direction of arrival , was
not a strong function of the computational model . The maximum variation in predicted
velocity among the three models was 16% , and the average was 9.6% . The velocities
observed span the range of values reported in most other reports contained in the refer-
en ces, bu t are all considerably smaller than the 2300 km/ s velocity reported by Campbell
and Thornberry 1181 in their observation of E-W propagation. Where several adjacent
or overlapping sequences of data were analyzed, the temporal progression of values found
was slow and smooth. Most of the sequences (notably those for day s 106 and 338) seem
to i ndicate a trend of increasing velocity with duration of the event; however , the data
collection is too small to support this statistically.

Phase An alysis

A considerable portion of the data analysis effort was directed kward ph ase correla-
tion and consequent phase velocity and direction-of-arrival determination. Initial attempts
to cross-correlate undetected single-axis components of the Pci signal fro m two diff e rent
sites led to conflicting results when various combinations of NS and EW components
were used. The reasons for this are not difficult to understand. If the wave is elliptically
polarized , which is generally the case, and if the major axes of the polarization ellipses
aline with the NS axis direction at each site, then cross-correlation of NS vs NS or EW
vs EW would give identical results. However , cross-correlation of NS at one site vs EW at
the other site would be in error by an amount characteristic of rhe ellipticity of the wave.

• This could be as large as t 1/4 cycle. If the polarization elli pses are not incli ned at
identical angles relative to the sensor axes at the various sites, which again is the usual
situation , then cross-correlation of NS vs NS at any two sites would be in error for the
same reason as given above by an amount depending on the elli pticity of the wave and
the inclination of the polarization ellipses. For site pair separations of the order of 500
to 1000 km this source of error is too large to ignore for reasonably accurate results.
This problem has always been ignored in previous reports by other workers because of
the use of site separation of several thousand kilometers and because in most cases only
(.nvelope correlations and consequent group velocity parameters were determined . The
enve lope detection removes the phase information and reduces some of the sensitivity
to the above problem .

In our phase-correlation work this problem was eliminated by squaring and summing
the NS and EW sign al components at each site . The composite signal was then cross-• correlated with the equivalent at another site. The squaring processes , however , created
a 180-degree phase am biguity in the composite signal. Cross-correlation of the composite
signals results in an always-positive correlation function with successive relative maxima
representing alternately in-phase and out-of-phase conditions . The amplitude of the cor-
relation function drops slowly rather than abruptly with time lag on either side of a
broad “envelope” maximum.  The narrower the bandwidth of the presquared sign al com-
ponents the broader the cross-correlation function “envelope ” maximum becomes. The
180-degree phase ambiguity can he resolved by resorting back to cross-correlations
between single axis components . The maxima in the composite cross-correlation function ,

— which represent the desired in-phase conditions , can he identified by association with the
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nonsquared-component correlation function between the largest amplitude components at
each site. When a si te has nearly equal amplitudes for both NS and EW axes , several sets
of component correlations must be performed. The locations of the in-phase correlation
peaks for these sets will bracket the position of the correct peak relative to zero time lag.
It frequently happened , however , that although an in-phase maximum occurred close to
an envelope correlation function maximum for one site pair, at another pair two in-phase
maxima straddled and were nearly equidistan t from the envelope maximum. Hence a
dilemma occurred as to which phase-correlation peak to choose. In an effort to retain
object ivi ty , direction of arrival and phase propagation velocity calculations were carried
ou t using various combinations of the somewhat ambiguous cross-correlation time-lag
parameters. In the five-station analysis method with all correlations relative to the FL
reference site, if two phase correlation lags are used as candidate input parameters for
each of the four site paris for direction of arrival calculations , then 16 “candidate solu-
tions ” result. The candidate solutions were thinned by arbitrari ly retaining only those
solutions that had standard deviations in the velocity (computed between individual site
pai rs along the determined direction of arrival ) of less than 30% of the average velocity.
These remaining solutions were then compared to the nonambiguous group-wave solution
to determine whether it was possible to obtain at least one phase solution within reason-
able bounds of the group solution. This procedure was performed only with the plane-
wave , flat-e ar th method. The results for a few examples are summarized in Table 8.
Multip le entries for phase-wave results are due to unresolvable ambiguities , as discussed
above.

It was found that for many candidate phase solutions the normalized standard devia-
tion in velocity (standard deviation per unit velocity ) is as good as or better than that for
the group veloci ty determination. In general , however , the computed direction of arrival
and velocity for the candidate phase solutions bear so little resemblance to the group-
wave solution that it is not possible to be certain which , if any, of the phase solutions is
the correct one. Part icularly dis turbing was the tendency to obtain candidate phase
solutions with velocity considerabl y smaller than that of the group solution . According
to theory (see Sec. 2) the phase velocity should be larger than the group velocity. For
days 105 and 106, which had group velocities in excess of 1000 km/s , no candidate
phase solutions were obtained with velocities greater than or equal to the group value.
For day 196, data window 0440/0448, there are two candid ate ph ase solut ion velocities
greater than the group velocity value of 517 km/s. The value of the one possibility , 592
km /s , is 15% larger than the group velocity and is a quite reasonable value. The other
value found , 1601 km/ s . is 3.1 times larger than the group velocity and is probabl y not the
correct solution. In the following time window , 0510/0518, the 1366-km/s candidate
phase solution is 81% faster than the group velocity solution of 754 km/s. It may be
that the relatively faster phase velocity for this window is caused by a closer proximity
of the analysis cen ter frequency to the lower cutoff poin t frequency in the spectru m
(Fig. A6). For the rest of the examp les, for which only one value of phase velocity
greater than group velocity was obtained , the ratio of phase velocity to group velocity
ranged from 1.49 to 2.2 1. These rather l arge values for the ratio may indicate that the
analysis center frequency was close to the ionospheric waveguide cutoff frequency, at
which point there is a wide dive rgence between phase and group velocity . As mentioned
in Sec. 2, near the cutoff point the phase velocity will approach infinity .
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Table 8—Comparison of Group-Wave and Phase-Wave Determ inations Of
Veloc i ty and Direction of Arrival

Time

__ f
~~~

U
~~

CY f GrouP 

J

Phase

f 

~~mu1th ~ \ ( l o c ~t\ 

~~~105 0915/0923 1.242 X 6 1373 79 .058
X -3 736 50 .068
X -9 622 135 .217
X -14 46~ 95 .206

106 0630/0648 .878 X 6 1187 86 .072
X -4 536 22 .04 1

0650/0708 .878 X 27 1202 46 .038
X -7 543 37 .068
X 20 529 90 .170
X 21 461 94 .204

0700/0718 .878 X 42 1495 249 .167
X —7 543 35 .064
X 41 785 167 .213

0710/0728 .878 X -12 1457 189 .130
X -6 546 33 .060
X -14 -146 105 .235
X -20 319 76 .238

119 0808/0826 1.250 X 6 817 75 .092
X -3 492 88 .179
X -13 490 20 .041
X 11 638 38 .060
X 13 1214 202 .166

0816/0824 1.250 X 7 758 105 .139
X 11 638 37 .058
X -3 492 89 .181
X -14 484 20 .041
X 12 1212 200 .165

122 0757/0805 .883 X 22 502 39 .078
X 15 52-1 35 .067
X 21 481 51 .106
X 23 434 98 .226
X 10 341 39 .114
X 28 1108 79 .071

195 0754/0802 1.281 X -4 772 83 .108
X 0 627 47 .075
X -7 -188 82 .168
X -10 429 84 .196
X -19 468 15 .032
X -17 1193 166 .139

196 0440/0448 .909 X -20 517 92 .178
X 1 592 57 .096
X -23 400 31 .078
X -13 410 93 .227
X -26 1601 251 .157

0510/0518 1.090 X -1 754 66 .088
X 2 627 -17 .075
X -22 1366 258 .189

338 0630/0648 1.259 X -20 643 129 .201
X —1 7 -137 16 .037
X -22 371 58 .156
X 2 572 I 33 .058
X -13 1036 149 .1-1-I
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The discussion of these results has been pursued primarily to point out the difficulty
of using cross-correlations between Pci “carriers ” to obta in esti m~.t~u-~ of phase wave
parameters. Because of the inability to obtain a unique solution , the potential high pre-
cision of this method is severely compromised. ‘I’his point is glossed over in all literature
on Pci analysis procedures. The large variation in position of the phase correlation func-
tion peaks relative to the envelope or group correlation function maximum for various
site pair combinations, as well as the large difference between group velocity and phase
veloci ty esti mates, indicate that dispersion may be quite significant.

6. SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND THEIR RELEVANCE
TO NAVAL COMMUNICATIONS

Ducting

The results of the data analysis in the last section support the generally held conten-
tion that naturally occurring Pci hydromagnetic emissions are ducted in a waveguide
mode at F2-layer heights (~ 350 km) in the ionosphere . The Pci emissions were seen
with great regularity as far south as the Florida site, and good similarity in ampli tude-
time charac teristics was preserved at all five sites during early morning hours . Also in
agreement with other observations was our finding that the ability to obtain propagation
was severely curtailed during daylight and early evening hours.

Analysis of propagation time delays between sites indicated that better agreement
between data and propagation analysis method can be obtained if the method allows for
curvature of the wave front toward the ionospheric secondary source region than can be
obtained from a plane-wave method. When a method employing a circularly expanding
wave fron t from the localized source region was used, i t was found that the wave tended
to arrive at the Florida site on paths with azimuths close to that of the geomagnetic
meridian. Considering both this method, as well as the less internally consistent plane-
wave meth od, the maximum deviations of the propagation path from the geomagnetic
meridian were 31°E and 33°W for all data presented . Using the more internally consist-
ent curved wave front meth od alone , maximum deviations of only 16°E and 12°W from
the geomagnetic meridian were found.

Propaga tion Velocity

Group velocity determinations, unlike the direction-of-arrival determinations, were
fo und to be relatively independent of the analysis methods used . Velocities observed
ranged from 444 to 1523 km/s. The variation in propagation velocity from day to day
is probably caused by variations in ionospheric F2-l ayer plasma density as suggested by
Manchester [6] , although this likelihood could not be checked because of the lack of
ionosonde data in appropriate geographical areas. Attempts to measure phase velocity and
the difficulties involved in interpreting the results are discussed in Sec. 5.
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Atte n u ation

Measurement of the attenuation constan t for propagation over the five-station net-
wo rk during the early morning hours showed that the attenuation is highl y variable f rom
day to day and that the apparent attenuation is higher for ULF than it is for ELF . The
values fou nd were as high as 13 dB/ 1000 km but were more typicall y 6.5 d B/ 1000 km.
Typical attenuation for ELF is 1 dB/ 1000 km. Our measured values of attenuation are
somewha t higher than those indicated by the theoretical calculations by Greif inger and
Greifi nge r [3] but are in relatively good agreement with the measurements by Bagn al l
139 1-

Dispersion

No speci fic tests for dispersion were conducted. However , in a quali tative sense the
envelope variations of the Pci emissions in the receiving system bandwidth of 0.39 to 2.1
Hz were quite similar to cursory visual inspection at all five sites, from New York to
Florida and from Maryland to Illinois , when good ducting conditions prevailed. Corre-
spondingly, visual comparison of the spectra at all five sites for all data shows no pro-
nounce d spectral differences as a function of latitude or longitude.

To obtain data among various site combinations of sufficient similari ty to obtain
cross-correlations with accuracies reliable to the order of tens to hundreds of milliseconds,
required eliminating variant beating patterns characteristic of data with slightly different
spectral characteristics. This was achieved by n arrow-ban d filtering of all data with a Q
of 20 to 50.

In the phase velocity study it was found that the positions of the relative maxima of
the phase correlation peaks as a function of time lag in relation to the single envelope-
correlation peak for cross-correlations between various pairs of sites were highly variable .
Thus some dispersion did indeed occur and cast into uncertainty the reliability of phase
velocity calculations.

Relevance

All the evidence of this research effort , as well as previous NRL efforts to stimulate
hydromagn etic emissions in the Pci ban d , indicates that the ULF band cannot be con-
sidere d an attractive alternative to the ELF band.

Previous NRL research showed that hydromagnetic emissions in the PcI band are not
readily stimulated by methods such as artificial ionization releases in the 90- to 140-km
altitude range, by ionospheri c heating at E- and F-layer heights by powerfu l HF radars,
or by VLF-ULF interaction methods using powerfu l naval VLF communications tran s-
mitters. Other novel and untried methods of hydromagnetic wave stimulation are certain
to exis t , but at present there is still no practi al way to generate waves capable of trans-
mitting in fo rmation in the ULF frequency range . Furthermore , the trouble is far from
over even ~f a successful method for generating ULF traveling waves is discovered . Trans-
mission of the travelin g wave from a naval installation to an itineran t fleet appears
fraught with problems. (‘urrent theory and experimental observations indicate that the
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only practical and e ffi ( - ient mechanism for b u g - r a n g e  wave transport at ( ‘L F  is by
ionospheri c duc ting. h owever , the apparent attenuation rate for ducted ULF waves near
1 lIz appears much large r than that for ELF waves at 40 to 80 lI z .  In addition , a com-
munications system at ULF could not operate effectively with the prevalent variability in
attenuation fro m day to day , the vari ability in propagation speed , and the di rectional
pre ference of propagation along the geomagnetic meridian. Dispersion would probably
further reduce the already small information rate achievable at ULF frequencies. Attempts
to use the ionospheric duct for communications during periods when ductin g conditions
are favorable will have to contend with interference caused by the natural background.
One of the greatest singl e drawbacks to the ULF ductin g mechanisms is its apparent com-
ple te failure durin g daylight conditions over the propagation path . A communications
svs tA~m attempting to radiate ULF energy during the summer season through latitudes
highe r than 70 degrees via the ionospheri c duct would most likely experience nearly
complete loss of signal at all times of day because of continual sunlight at those high
latitudes and altitudes characteristic of the duct.
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Appendix C

POLARIZATION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DATA

The polarization ellipses were obtained by plottin g the north-south data component
on the ordin ate direction against the east-west data component on the abscissa direction.
Both components were band-pass filtered at a Q of 50 and at a cente r frequency indi-
cated in Table 2. The filters were carefully adjusted to equalize phase shift characteristics.
T’he polarizations are plotted in a time sequence from left to right. Each ellipse represents
exactl y 5 s of data, and the start of each new ellipse is exactly 1 mm disp laced from the
start of the former one.
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Appendix D

POLARIZATION PROJECTION MAPS
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l’he average inclinations of the polarization ellipses at each site are projected to test
the h v p o t h t sis that the projections poin t to the secondary source region. For compari-
son direction of arrival for the group-wave solution is shown for the plane-wave , flat-
earth method (dashed line) and for the source location method (dotted line).
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Appendix E

RESULT SUMMARY MAPS

• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _*~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~me airections or arrival ana source rocations dete rmined for tne group velocity
solutions using the plane-wave , fla t-earth method and the source location method are
plot ted in relation to the geography of North America , the Mcllwain L-shell contours , and
the astronomical twilight-sunrise term inators . The twilight-sunrise terminators were
calculated for an altitude of 350 km (st e Set.- . 5 of text) .  The L-shell contours are
plotted for an altitude of 200 km , but a chan ge in position to 350 km is not significant.
The direction of arrival computed for the plane-wave method is shown as a line termina-
ting at the Florida reference site. In some instances these lines are tagged with numbered
half-circles for identification. The full circles indicate the computed locations of the
secondary source regions. It is emphasized , however , that they are most reliably used as
an indicator of direction of arrival for the source location model (refe r to Sec. 4 and 5).
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